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T
his winter, I did something out of the ordinary for me: I picked up a set of needles and 
joined the ranks of knitters worldwide. I’ve never thought of myself as “crafty,” but I’m 
? nding the soft wools in vibrant colors irresistible. I’ve made a cowl, a ? eet of hats ?includ?
ing a striped one that makes me look straight out of Where’s Waldo?), a simple lace scarf, 
and a cozy lap blanket.
I’ve also made a whole lot of errors. I’ve ripped out, reknit, or completely started over 
zillions of times. Finally, I took a class called “How to Fix Your Mistakes 101” at a local yarn shop. 
?ne handy trick they taught was putting in a “lifeline.” You weave a different?colored yarn through 
each loop of an entire row of your knitted fabric. That way, if your simple mistake becomes what I 
call a “beginner’s conundrum,” you can rip out the fabric down to the lifeline, but that thread stops 
further damage. The needles go back into the loops, and off you go. Genius.
The whole time I was editing this issue, I was thinking about lifelines—literal and metaphoric—
and started seeing them everywhere. I don’t mean that we are all making huge mistakes that need 
major corrections, but that there are lines of support that run through our experiences to help hold 
everything together.
The ? rst one I spotted made me laugh out loud. I encountered it reading the unedited interviews 
for our cover story, “The Generations of ?thos.” ?The reminiscences of ? ve decades of ?thos activism 
and sisterhood are well worth your attention, incidentally. See page 18.) This “lifeline” story was told 
to interviewer Hilary Hurd Anyaso ’93 by Dominique Hazzard ’12.
Dominique went on a ? eld trip to a bog for one of her classes and fell in. I’ll let her pick up the tale: 
“You know, bog water’s acidic. My legs are starting to itch. … And so I’m in the bus, and I’m like, I 
can’t do this anymore. This is really irritating my legs. So I take off my pants. I put my poncho around 
me. And then when we get to campus, I’m like, how am I going to get off this bus with no pants? So I 
go on email—we had First ?lass back in my day—?to? the ?thos members?only forum. And I’m like, 
‘Listen, y’all. I need somebody to bring me some pants right now.’” Joy Clarke ’11 saved the day and 
met the bus with a perfect pair of pants.
More seriously, others interviewed for the Ethos article spoke movingly of the strength this vital 
organization gave them through their ?ellesley years—particularly commenting about the relation?
ships it fostered. “Ethos was the place where one could take a deep breath and relax,” Alyce Jones 
Lee ’81 remembers. And Shukri Abdi ’01 adds, “I would not have made it through my ? rst year if I 
hadn’t had my Ethos friends. I would not have, full stop.”
Elsewhere in the magazine is a poignant account by Heather Long ’04 of being on the Las Vegas 
Strip the night of the mass shooting in ?ctober 201? ?“?itness to the 
Survivors,” page 3?). ?ne of the ? rst journalists there, she doled out 
small acts of compassion as she worked. In an emergency room, 
she connected with a gunshot victim whose picture was carried 
around the world on her tweets. The two have stayed in touch. 
As Heather writes, “There’s a bond that happens in these 
terrible moments, a small reminder that humanity still exists.”
Wishing all of you threads of humanity that weave through 
the fabric of your lives.
—Alice M. Hummer, editor
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Wellesley welcomes short letters (300 words 
maximum) relating to articles or items that have 
appeared in recent issues of the magazine. Send 
your remarks to the Editor, Wellesley magazine, 
106 Central St., Wellesley, MA 02481-8203, email 
your comments to magazine@wellesley.edu, 
or submit a letter via the magazine’s website, 
magazine.wellesley.edu.
An Accessible Magazine
I am thrilled to have Wellesley magazine acces-
sible online. For years, I have had to have a vol-
unteer read me my magazine. My friend Joan 
Strumph Gordon ’52 has done a superb job 
performing this service for me. She has been 
faithfully reading Wellesley onto a cassette 
recorder for me over these many years.
In April 1962, I had a flu-like illness of 
unknown origin—and two weeks later, on my 
32nd birthday, I suddenly began to lose my 
perfect vision. I am now totally blind. I did not 
know until many years later that the cause of my 
sight loss was Lyme disease, which I have been 
battling ever since.
At last, I am able to access the magazine 
from cover to cover via my computer with speech 
output for the blind. Although I will miss Joan’s 
melli? uous reading voice, I am thrilled to be able 
to read Wellesley for myself.
Thanks so much for putting your great maga-
zine into a format I can access.
Mimi Feldman Winer ’52
Wayland, Mass.
Adapting to a New Culture
Regarding “Immigrant Journeys” (winter ’18): 
These are excellent stories. As an American 
who grew up abroad in places like Libya, The 
Hague, London, Paris, and Norway, I can cer-
tainly appreciate how dif? cult it can sometimes 
be to ? nd your own groove within a new culture. 
Even the U.S. seemed foreign to me in many 
ways. I left for Libya in late 1968 with my family. 
(My dad was then a young petroleum engineer 
in management for a joint-venture oil and gas 
company.) We were there when King Idris lost 
power to ?adda?  in September 1969. We left in 
1972 and wound up in the Netherlands for two 
years. Then it was off to wonderful London, 
which felt more like home, for my high-school 
years. A long story short, I’ve been in Houston, 
Washington, D.C., Dallas, Houston and did 
another (brief) stint overseas during my own 
career, in 2004. Anyway, thank you for a fascinat-
ing read. And a toast to immigrants and workers 
here and abroad who learn how to adapt and 





I think it is disingenuous of Amita Parashar 
Kelly ’06 to frame the two “narratives” of the 
immigration debate as a “Hamiltonian-style 
rise to achieve the American dream” versus “an 
ever-growing fear surrounding the immigrants 
entering this country” (“Immigrant Journeys,” 
winter ’18).
The concern of many Americans is more spe-
ci? cally with illegal immigration—though this 
adjective has now all but conveniently vanished 
from discussions on the subject. Defiance of 
our national immigration laws coupled with our 
porous borders pose a clear and present danger 
to America.
Doris Schaffer O’Brien ’54
Pasadena, Calif.
The New Science Building
Regarding the new science center (“Science 
Under Construction,” winter ’18): The Trustees 
have given the green light to begin demolition 
of Sage Hall (opened in 1930–31) to make way 
for the new science building. Although they have 
been tight-lipped about releasing the design for 
its replacement, or seeking public comment 
about it, a harbinger of things to come is the 
“leaked” decision to demolish the Sage stair. This 
prominent feature of the Focus, the signature 
space of the award-winning 1977 Perry Dean 
Rogers building, deliberately mingled Modernist 
concrete and glass to stand side by side with the 
brick and stone of Gothic-revival Sage, including 
its external stairway.
The Sage stairway presents today’s student 
with an angular, zigzag transition from the 1977 
building into its 1930 predecessor. Its irregular 
axes are consistent with the indirection of the 
landscape in which it once stood. Turning outside 
elements into inside ones (along with the former 
facade with its Perpendicular style windows 
and the iconic campus lampposts) intentionally 
juxtaposed old and new. The present architects’ 
proposed replacement for Sage opts for a linear, 
axial, over-scaled opening into the entirely 
new science building. The choice of directness 
and spatial penetration irrevocably diminishes 
the reference-rich Focus with its prominent 
history-markers.
In the Conservation Management Plan 
(2017), written by external consultants, the Sage 
staircase received a “Category 1” designation 
for protection, a view endorsed by the internal 
Facilities Advisory Committee. The architects 
have chosen to ignore both bodies, leading to 
the resignations from the committee of its two 
architectural historians. Demolishing the Sage 
stairway raises serious concerns about the 
process devised by the trustees for the new 
building. Transparency and consultation, long a
Continued on page 75
Letters to the Editor
PULITZER! 
As this magazine was going to press, the College 
was thrilled to hear that Mellon Professor Frank 
Bidart has won the 2018 Pulitzer Prize for his book 
Half-Light: Collected Poems, 1965–2016.
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From its inception, Wellesley 
recognized the value of diver-
sity and inclusion. Founders 
Pauline and Henry Durant 
believed Wellesley could be 
a place where students from 
across the economic divide 
could live and learn together. 
Beyond their conviction that 
this would bene?t our students, the Durants believed this 
would lead to a more democratic society.
Almost 150 years later, as we meet 21st-century chal-
lenges, Wellesley remains faithful to the values that helped 
us become the preeminent liberal arts college for women. 
Today, we are embracing the idea that true excellence 
requires equity, inclusion, and intellectual openness at all 
levels of learning and in all aspects of community—from 
our academic program to our students’ experience of 
campus life.
Over the years, we have built a strong, diverse com-
munity of exceptionally talented students from all back-
grounds. Consider that nearly 25 percent are from 
underrepresented groups? 18 percent are ?rst-generation 
college students.
But we must do more.
Studies con?rm what we instinctively know: Diverse 
environments lead to positive academic development, 
enhance students’ social-cognitive skills, and contribute to 
greater civic involvement. We must move forward, based on 
data, to seed broad institutional change across all aspects 
of the Wellesley experience—in the classrooms and labs, in 
student peer groups, and throughout residence life. These 
changes will break down barriers and promote the success 
of all of our students in new and effective ways—and at 
the same time, maintain the most rigorous standards for a 
liberal arts education.
First, we are working hard to increase the economic 
diversity of our student body and to make all students feel 
they belong within our residential community and equally 
within our community of scholars.
Our need-blind admission policy allows us to admit 
students based on their skills, abilities, and promise—not 
on their ?nancial situation. Although the New York Times’ 
most recent College Access Index ranked Wellesley among 
the very top schools for economic diversity of their stu-
dents, we know that 60 percent of our students come from 
households in the top 20 percent income brackets, and only 
6 percent from the bottom 20 percent. So we continue to 
innovate: Wellesley’s MyinTuition online cost estimator is 
helping to boost applications from low- and middle-income 
students, and use of the tool is spreading to other colleges 
across the country. And we continue our important partner-
ships with groups like Posse and others, who are helping us 
enroll talented applicants from underrepresented groups. 
(See “How I Got to Wellesley” on page 28.)
Second, we are devising and implementing ways to 
ensure the success of all of our students. For example: Two 
professors founded a successful campus initiative that sup-
ports underrepresented students through faculty mentor-
ing and collaborative problem solving during small group 
work. Similarly, Wellesley’s First Generation Network has 
paired students with faculty from similar backgrounds to 
learn strategies for success.
Third, we are expanding the diversity of faculty cul-
tures and perspectives, adding more underrepresented 
students to the academic pipelines. Just last fall, Wellesley 
was awarded a McNair Postbaccalaureate Achievement 
Program grant. The more than $1.16 million grant will help 
low-income students, ?rst-generation college students, and 
students from underrepresented minorities pursue doc-
toral degrees, for example, in preparation for careers in 
the academy. This is an exciting addition to what we have 
been doing for almost three decades by offering the Mellon 
Mays Undergraduate Fellowships, a program with similar 
goals. In concert with these efforts, it is essential that our 
own faculty from diverse backgrounds thrive at Wellesley.
These are just a few areas of focus in what will be a 
major initiative that will move us beyond a desire to simply 
change attitudes. We will use data to identify inequities 
in experience and begin to reshape the structural barri-
ers that require our attention. Efforts will reach across 
campus, from culturally inclusive counseling services and 
career education to pedagogical innovation and intercul-
tural education, to inclusion and equity as fundamental 
aspects of student life.
Just as the Durants saw diversity and inclusion as a path 
to broader, larger goals, today we know all that’s gained by 
making Wellesley a truly equitable, welcoming place: Ever 
more talented and intelligent young women from all walks 
of life will come to Wellesley to unleash their potential. By 
embracing the full diversity of every student, Wellesley’s 
founding values will live on, but with the promise of an 
enhanced caliber of excellence and intellectual achieve-
ment—our very best Wellesley.
—Paula A. Johnson, president
Equity, Inclusion, and Excellence
FROM THE PRESIDENT












Africa’s Next  
Women Leaders
Ellen Sirleaf Johnson, the ﬁrst woman to be demo-
cratically elected to the presidency of an African 
nation (Liberia), looked out at a crowd of Mastercard 
Scholars gathered in Alumnae Hall. She had spent 
time talking with these young women from all over 
Africa and made a prediction: “One of you will be fol-
lowing in my footsteps.”
Johnson was on campus in March for the African 
Women’s Leadership Conference, sponsored by 
the College and the Mastercard Foundation. The 
gathering focused on how African women leaders 
are transforming communities and nations and 
was intended to allow the next generation of 
leaders studying in the U.S. to meet and exchange 
ideas. Speakers included Kakenya Ntaiya, a Maasi 
educator who is combatting female genital mutila-
tion; Agnes Binagwaho, the former Rwandan health 
minister; and Mfoniso Udofia ’06, a Nigerian-
American playwright.
Ghanaian Sandra Ohemeng ’20, one of Wellesley’s 
14 Mastercard Scholars, found inspiration in Sirleaf 
Johnson’s path through an abusive marriage and 
exile to the Liberian presidency and the Nobel Peace 
Prize. “I also learned that no matter where you are, no 
matter what your interests are,” she says, “you can 
lead change in any small or big way you can.”
The Mastercard Scholars Program supports the 
education of academically talented students from 
economically disadvantaged communities in Africa 
at colleges and universities around the world.
—Alice M. Hummer
To view conference sessions, visit goo.gl/cRW3aL.
For a proﬁle of Mastercard Scholar Sarah Nzau ’18, 
see page 6.
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W
hen Sarah Nzau ’18 waited in line 
at the airport in Kenya to begin her 
long journey to Wellesley, she waved 
good-bye to her family, who were 
gathered on the other side of a glass 
barrier. As the ?rst in her family to 
leave the country, she was nervous, but mostly 
excited. Many hours later, when she arrived on 
campus, it ?nally hit her. “‘You didn’t leave them 
behind the glass. You left them in another conti-
nent.’ So that’s when I started getting confused, 
and I thought, ‘What did I just do?’”
Looking back on that ?rst day on campus, 
if Nzau could go back and talk to herself, “I 
would tell myself, ‘It’s going to be hard, but 
then, you are going to be more resilient than you 
realize.’ …  I didn’t know how much I could bend 
and not break, how much I could stretch and just 
spring back to the same, or even a better, stron-
ger version of me.”
Nzau is one of 18 Mastercard Foundation 
Scholars who have studied at Wellesley. The 
women who are selected for the full scholar-
ship are academically talented students from 
Africa who face signi?cant economic barriers to 
accessing education, and who are committed to 
giving back to their communities after gradua-
tion. Nzau ?rst learned about Wellesley when 
Victoria George ’05, who then worked in the 
Of?ce of Admission, visited Kenya. “The whole 
time when she was talking, I thought, OK, this 
seems like a place I can go to,” she remembers.
Nzau’s ?rst semester on campus was a chal-
lenging one. She had to learn a new educational 
system, a new version of English, and many 
skills that most students arriving at Wellesley 
already know, like how to include citations in 
an academic paper. But she also found sources 
of support. After she handed in that ?rst paper 
without citations, her professor told her about 
the Pforzheimer Learning and Teaching Center 
(PLTC), which offers students services ranging 
from peer tutoring to study skills instruction. 
“Ever since then, I’ve been a PLTC fan. I go in 
there even when I feel like my papers are OK,” 
she says.
Wellesley’s supportive professors also made 
a huge difference for Nzau that ?rst year. She 
would go to economics professor Ann Velenchik’s 
of?ce hours to talk about an assignment, and “She 
would say, ‘Oh, yeah, yeah, here are the answers 
to your questions, but how are you doing?’”
When Nzau arrived at Wellesley, she planned 
to be pre-med, at her mother’s suggestion. But 
after taking a biology class her ?rst semester, she 
quickly realized that was not the path for her. Her 
second semester, she took Econ 101. “Everything 
just made sense,” she says. “So much of the world 
and how I wanted to understand it made sense 
through the economics lens.” She became an eco-
nomics major and spent her junior year at the 
















adjustment. “At LSE, you were on your own. We 
had no textbooks. We had to learn the world as it 
is right now and the world as it has been through 
papers and articles,” she says.
This past January, Nzau was a fellow at the 
Albright Institute. “It gave me a fresh outlook on 
why I chose economics, and why economics can 
be used to solve all the problems that we talked 
about during the institute,” she says. Her group 
studied democratic resilience, and she explored 
how politics and economics interact with each 
other to in?uence whether countries can manage 
con?icts in peaceful ways. “It taught me not to 
be afraid to combine my interests, which are 
policy and economics; that both of them can be 
done together to shape a better world, actually,” 
Nzau says.
After graduation, Nzau will head back to LSE 
for a master’s in international social and public 
policy. But she is certain that someday, she’ll 
return home to Kenya for good. “Eventually, 
I see myself as being more helpful and useful 
in Kenya, because of the challenges that [the 
country has? and the expertise that’s needed,” 
Nzau says. And when she does return home, 
she will have traveled farther than she ever 
expected that day when she ?rst said good-bye 
to her family.
—Lisa Scanlon Mogolov ’99
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Sidikha Ashraf ’19
Major: English & creative writing (minor in health & society)
Hometown: Queens, N.Y.
Program: King’s College London
What are you studying at King’s College?
I’m taking Intro to Global Health; Intro to 
Social Medicine; A Mad World, My Masters: 
Performing Culture in Jacobean London; and 
my favorite, a digital humanities class called 
Representations of Cultural Heritage, which is 
all about digitizing cultural heritage. For our 
?nal, we’re submitting a wireframe and essay 
explaining an artifact we would want to digitize. 
I’m doing mine on Thomas Jefferson’s copy of 
the Quran. He did refer to it for foreign diplo-
macy purposes, so I thought it would be cool to 
digitize it for educational purposes and [pair it 
with] a more modern translation of the Quran. …
Any extracurricular activities?
I’ve been really involved in the KCL Islamic 
Society on Campus (ISOC). I participated in 
their famous Charity Week, where university 
ISOCs from around the world raise money for 
children in need, while also competing against 
Sidikha Ashraf ’19
each other to see who raises the most. The grand 
total raised by all the ISOCs that competed 
across the globe was £1,169,285.48 [$1.6 million]. 
Besides that, I’ve mostly been sightseeing.
What has surprised you most about British life?
So many lanyards. Almost everyone is wearing 
one, and no one feels dorky about it. The girl with 
the BBC anchor voice in one of my classes even 
bedazzled hers.
Most important lessons learned?
My social medicine class had a lecture just about 
“suffering,” and two of the case studies were set 
in India. Being a South Asian American woman 
who wasn’t taught much about partition or any-
thing really about South Asian history, it’s been 
emotional learning some things for the ?rst time. 
I did a lot of self-research after that class and 
have been going to exhibits in London focusing 
on South Asian history. For example, I recently 
went to an exhibit on Ayurveda in the Wellcome 
Collection. Every new fact and story about colo-
nialism or being South Asian, I’m just absorbing. 
It’s all been helpful for further understanding 
my identity.
 WELLESLEY AWAY
A London View of South Asia
LET’S FACE IT: Most of us have been there. We’ve 
been a student without the vaguest idea what 
post-college life will look like. Or an alum pivot-
ing careers and needing mentorship.
Now, thanks to Career Education’s ?rst-of-
its-kind new website, help is just a few clicks 
away. But not just generic help; instead, it’s 
assistance tailored to a visitor’s speci?c needs.
With a series of questions, the site asks users 
who they are, how they’re feeling, and what 
they’d like to do. A student seeking an intern-
ship will be provided with entirely different 
digital resources than, for example, an alum 
who is hoping to reenter the workforce after 
a decade away. And importantly, all different 
sorts of information will show up together on 
her screen—information that might have been 
stored in different places in a traditional career-
services type of website.
So, for example, the internship seeker might 
be introduced to Career Education’s intern-
ship staff, and see a variety of “cards”—short 
articles, some explaining Wellesley’s signature 
internship programs, and others offering advice 
on how to ?nd opportunities. She could read 
about the experiences of her fellow students and 
would be told of important upcoming deadlines 
for applications.
The alumna, on the other hand, might ?nd 
her screen filled with a link to the Hive, the 
College’s mentoring platform, as well as cards 
with advice on updating technology skills and 
Concierge Career Advice
writing résumés. She’d meet the alumnae career 
advisors at Wellesley and could make an appoint-
ment for counseling.
Both users would likely be referred to 
Handshake, Career Education’s database of job 
and internship opportunities.
Tess Mattern, Career Education’s digital 
marketing manager, says the site aims to meet 
students and alumnae “where they are in their 
journey.” She adds, “Our site will pull up the 
relevant information you are looking for, but also 
opportunities you didn’t know to search for—
such as fellowships … , on-campus … career fairs, 
or alumnae career stories that might pique your 
interest in a related ?eld. Alumnae can think 
of our site as a Pinterest for career services.”
—Alice M. Hummer
Visit Career Education’s new site at https://
www.wellesley.edu/careereducation/.
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W
hen Margaret C. Ferguson, profes-
sor of botany, designed Wellesley’s 
greenhouses in the early 1920s, 
she dreamed of young women 
getting their hands dirty, bustling 
between the greenhouses and the 
botany lab in Sage Hall, and taking a nuanced 
and interdisciplinary approach to studying plant 
life. That vision has endured at Wellesley over 
the past century: The Margaret C. Ferguson 
Greenhouses held the most diverse collection 
of plants under glass in the Boston area, and 
they were used as a teaching tool not just for 
biology classes, but in math, art, and anthropol-
ogy courses.
But while Ferguson’s dream remained 
strong, the greenhouses themselves did not. (In 
recent years, they were closed when winds were 
stronger than 30 m.p.h., due to the unnerving 
Form, Function,  
And Photosynthesis
possibility of panes of glass falling from the 
ceiling.) And so, this spring, the old greenhouses 
were taken down and a new home for Wellesley’s 
“laboratory under glass” began to grow: Global 
Flora, a soaring, C-shaped greenhouse that will 
expand on Ferguson’s original ideas and allow 
for possibilities never dreamed of when the 
greenhouse complex opened in 1925.
The organizing principle of Global Flora—
which is largely funded by a gift from Wellesley 
College Trustee Mary White ’79—will be plant 
form. Plants wear their history in their form, 
says Kristina Niovi Jones, director of the 
Wellesley College Botanic Gardens. “[Form is] 
the plant’s response to its environment and an 
expression of its evolutionary history.”
Global Flora will be divided into two sections: 
a dry biome and a wet biome. In the dry biome, 
for example, there will be diverse examples of 
Construction on Global 
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A Lot of Labs
Earlier this spring, the parking lot behind 
the Science Center was cleared of vehicles 
and a development of modular buildings—
more than 30,000-square-feet total—took 
their places. Beginning in June, the Science 
Center’s L-wing (the 1977 addition for labo-
ratories) will be renovated, and teaching and 
research areas will be moved to the modular 
spaces, or to other spaces in the Science 
Center and elsewhere not being renovated. “I 
keep telling [the faculty], it’s like those HGTV 
shows on going tiny,” says Cathy Summa 
’83, associate provost and director of the 
Science Center. While things will be cozy, the 
College stresses that its learning objectives 
will not change during the construction year, 
and indeed, there may be some unexpected 
beneﬁts—like abundant natural light in the 
modular units.
In the L-wing, laboratory systems will be 
upgraded, and the two-story Science Library 
will be turned into what Summa calls a “data 
lounge area.” When the L-wing was built in the 
1970s, Wellesley didn’t have a lot of faculty 
doing computational work. But now almost 
everyone is—from biology to geosciences. 
“The idea here is to create spaces where we 
can be working with big data and providing stu-
dents the opportunities to have that same kind 
of interdisciplinary experience that we have in 
the rest of the L-wing, but around data,” she 
says. And when the L-wing is ﬁnished in 2019, 
the labs will move out of the modular buildings, 
and everybody in Sage will take their places for 
the next phase of the building.
—LSM
how plants respond to drought. “We have a beau-
tiful golden barrel cactus that an alum gave us 
decades ago from Arizona. And that’s just classic 
‘minimize your surface area to the volume,’ that 
sort of sphere shape. …  and then there are 
things like a baobab from Africa that has stored 
water in its caudex, where the trunk meets the 
root,” says Jones. Also, there will be no pots in 
Global Flora, meaning that plants will be able to 
achieve a fuller expression of form.
The theme is relevant to many areas of study, 
Jones says. “You can learn so much if you’re a 
careful observer of form,” whether you’re a 
mathematician, art historian, or botanist, she 
says. Jones also hopes that Global Flora will 
spark interdisciplinary courses and investiga-
tions. For example, students might study the 
interactions among the organisms in the ecosys-
tems within Global Flora, including microbial 
communities. Apart from the large anchor plants 
and bushes, Jones says Global Flora isn’t going 
to be overly planned—they’re going to see how 
the ecosystems evolve naturally.
This approach aligns well with another 
goal—sustainability. In fact, Jones is optimis-
tic that the building, designed by Kennedy & 
Violich Architecture of Boston, will be net zero 
energy. Instead of attempting to create very 
specific climate conditions, they’re choosing 
plants that can survive in a broader range of 
conditions. Global Flora will ?uctuate between 
55 and 85 degrees Fahrenheit, which will be less 
demanding for the heating and cooling system. 
Heat will be provided by geothermal energy. 
Rainwater and graywater will meet much of the 
irrigation demand.
Global Flora’s soil will also be continuously 
monitored through a small fleet of sensors, 
which will track everything from temperature 
to water content to pH to electrical conductiv-
ity, which correlates with salinity. Greenhouses 
that have this kind of data are extremely rare, 
says Jennifer Yang ’12, a postdoctoral botany 
fellow who is developing research and learning 
opportunities for students. “I’m really excited 
for what we’re calling ‘day zero,’ when they have 
all the soil in, but the plants haven’t been put in 
yet,” she says, which is expected to be in the 2019 
spring semester. That’s when the data collection 
starts; from then on, students and faculty will be 
able to see what happens to the soil conditions 
over time. Faculty in geosciences, chemistry, 
physics, and the Wellesley Engineering Lab are 
eager to explore the data, which will be used in 
interdisciplinary introductory science courses.
There is one small part of Global Flora 
that won’t be in the main structure: An adjoin-
ing pavilion will hold the venerable Durant 
Camellia, which Henry Durant cultivated in the 
1870s and donated to the College, and which was 
unable to be moved. Jones imagines a peaceful, 
quiet space with some benches, perfect for medi-
tation and re?ection.
The College’s ambitions for Global Flora also 
necessitated hiring a botanist with “deep knowl-
edge of subtropical plants, as we’re going way 
beyond the tiny fraction of plant diversity that is 
available in the horticultural trade,” says Jones. 
She was thrilled to hire Rob Nicholson, previously 
manager for the Lyman Conservatory of the 
Botanic Garden of Smith College. Unfortunately, 
this meant the College had to eliminate one of 
the three previously existing greenhouse union 
staff positions. That staff member took another 
job elsewhere on campus, but the change was 
dif?cult, and marked by protest at the College 
and in Facebook groups. “We’re in transition; it’s 
just painful for everyone. Especially since people 
have so many memories and stories from the old 
greenhouses,” Jones says.
While Global Flora is being built, the plants 
in the College’s collection were moved to the 
Focus in the Science Center and to a greenhouse 
at the neighboring Hunnewell Estate. “The cool 
thing is that they’ve been so well received in the 
Science Center. And so maybe, you know, some 
of them will stay,” Jones says. You never know 
where plants will take root and ?ourish.
—Lisa Scanlon Mogolov ’99
Left: An interior view of Global Flora; Above: An overhead 
view of Global Flora, with its separate pavilion for the 
Durant Camellia
In 2017, Global Flora won a prestigious LafargeHolcim Award. Based in Switzerland,  
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PROTEST ART demands a hearing. While other 
forms of art may unfold their meanings quietly, 
political posters shout their messages from atop 
banners and signposts. Artists use bold graphics 
to connect with the masses, capturing emotions 
and rallying supporters.
More than 25 examples of protest art 
are on display through June 10 at the Davis 
Museum, including the silkscreen print ¡Cesen 
Deportación! (Stop Deportation!) by Mexican- 
American artist Rupert García (b. 1941).
García has a long history as an activist. He 
served in the Vietnam War, and after returning 
home in 1965, he enrolled in art school at the 
University of California, San Francisco. As pro-
tests erupted on campuses all over the country, 
García realized that he could use his art to give 
voice to political and social causes.
He supported the Chicano movement, which, 
like the larger Civil Rights movement, mobilized 






18 11⁄16 in by 25 1⁄8 in
and an end to racial discrimination, speci?cally 
for Mexican-Americans.
Among the most vulnerable groups were 
migrant farm workers, who had been brought 
from Mexico into the U.S. to work the ?elds of 
California’s Central Valley. Throughout the 20th 
century, Mexican workers were welcomed in 
times of labor shortages and then deported when 
they were no longer needed.
García wanted to draw attention to their 
plight. ¡Cesen Deportación! re?ects his desire to 
make art that was understandable to “the folks 
in the neighborhood,” as he explained in 2010. 
The poster’s power derives from its simplicity: 
Three lines of black barbed wire set against a red 
background, with the Spanish words emblazoned 
in yellow across the top.
“It looks like it could have been made yes-
terday,” says Meredith Fluke, Kemper Curator 
of Academic Exhibitions and Affairs, who orga-
nized the exhibition Artists Take Action! Recent 
Art for a Cause
Acquisitions from the Davis. She points out 
that barbed wire has the capacity to divide 
people by shutting them out or closing them 
in. The imagery is easily recognizable. “The 
universality is what makes García’s work reso-
nate so deeply, especially in the current political 
climate,” she says.
The Davis’s curators have added protest 
art to the collection as a way to demonstrate to 
students the activist thread that runs through 
centuries of art. Such works help to determine 
how people will think of political movements. 
“In an era where we are constantly bombarded 
with visual imagery, it remains important to 
consider the material object, and the enduring 
role that protest art has played in our culture,” 
Fluke says.
—April Austin
¡CESEN DEPORTACIÓN!; MUSEUM PURCHASE, MARJORIE SCHECHTER BRONFMAN ’38 AND GERALD BRONFMAN ENDOWMENT 
FOR WORKS ON PAPER, IMAGE REPRODUCED COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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STANFORD CALDERWOOD  likely would have 
reveled in senior lecturer Lynne Viti’s class 
WRIT 390: Law, Medicine, and Ethics. A dozen 
students gathered around a seminar table are 
peer-editing op-eds on topics ranging from the 
medical bene?ts of living in a multigenerational 
household to the ethics of research on brain 
cancer. They’re honing the language, punching 
up the leads, questioning sources, and encourag-
ing clarity. The dialogue is straightforward and 
rigorous—not unlike an encounter between a 
reporter and an editor in a newsroom.
Calderwood, who died in 2002, started out as a 
newsman, working as a reporter-photographer in 
the Navy and then as a United Press correspon-
dent before joining the Polaroid Corporation, 
where he rose to executive vice president. He 
later became president of WGBH-TV in Boston 
and eventually led the Trinity Investment 
Management Company. On and off from 1972 
to 1985, he also taught a popular course, called 
The Corporation, in the economics department 
at Wellesley. His family foundation has sup-
ported Boston museums, theater, the Boston 
Athenaeum, the MacDowell Colony for writers 
and artists, and more, awarding more than $90 
million in grants—including to Wellesley.
The Calderwood Seminars in Public Writing 
launched in the fall of 2013. Since then, the 
program, led by David Lindauer, Stanford 
Calderwood Professor of Economics, has intro-
duced 19 seminars across disciplines. They 
range from The New York Review of Books 
at Fifty, a course taught by poet and English 
professor Dan Chiasson that focuses on the art 
of the book review, to Environmental Synthesis 
and Communication, taught by environmental-
studies professor Jay Turner, in which stu- 
dents choose a “beat,” interview experts, and 
write everything from blog posts and tweets to 
press releases.
The Calderwoods, as they’re known on 
campus, focus on writing for the “real world” 
rather than the academic one. The aim is for 
students (primarily seniors) to learn to translate 
complex arguments and professional jargon for 
a broad audience—something that is necessary 
to success in life beyond college.
As Zoee Kanellias ’13 wrote to Lindauer about 
his Calderwood seminar, “Economic Journalism 
was the most valuable course I ever took, not 
just in terms of developing my writing, but also 
in terms of how I look at the world and digest 
the information around me. What I learned … 
contributed to my con?dence and ability to take 
on new roles and opportunities professionally.”
Lindauer adds, “Zoee works for a small 
startup, and her boss said, ‘I want you to do 
Writing for Real
some marketing with telecoms.’ She didn’t know 
anything about telecoms. But instead of freak-
ing out, she said, ‘Oh, that’s kind of what we had 
to do in Econ 335.’ Because in essence, we tell 
the student, ‘Here, this is your assignment. We 
haven’t talked about any of this in class ?rst. 
Just do it.’”
It’s that focus on a skill essential to the transi-
tion from school to work that has resonated on 
other campuses, Lindauer says. Beginning in the 
fall, the program is expanding beyond Wellesley: 
32 courses modeled on the Calderwoods will be 
taught at five institutions—Amherst, Bard, 
Georgetown, Middlebury, and Wesleyan. “We’ve 
struck a chord,” says Lindauer.
Twelve Calderwood seminars will be offered 
at Wellesley this fall. “We’ve never had more 
than 10, and we’ve usually had eight or nine,” 
says Lindauer. “That’s a big increase. And 
look at the caliber of faculty being added to the 
program. One of our rookies next year is Cappy 
Lynch [Kathryn Lynch, Bates/Hart Professor 
of English]. She wins the prize for best title of 
a Calderwood seminar. She’s a Chaucer expert, 
and hers is entitled Dead Poetry Society.”
—Catherine O’Neill Grace
For more information, visit the Calderwood 













Lynne Viti and her Calderwood seminar students
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TAYLOR HOOD ’18 ﬁrst picked up a sword to avoid 
going to Pilates class. It was the summer before 
seventh grade, and she had tried a few sports, but 
none really clicked. So her parents made her do 
Pilates at the YMCA, where she happened to see a 
poster advertising a fencing class. And her life hasn’t 
been the same since.
Not a lot of people take up the sword, and if 
“fencing” makes you think of something that sepa-
rates you from your neighbors or those guys ﬁghting 
over rocks in The Princess Bride, you wouldn’t be 
alone. In fact, Hood’s father showed her a James 
Bond fencing scene when she ﬁrst started. But it 
wasn’t the glamour of the sport that drew her in. 
“There’s a lot of complexity in fencing,” Hood says. 
“It’s a sport where I was physically challenging 
myself to get stronger, but it was also a mental chal-
lenge just to think through how you have to adjust to 
match each bout, because all fencers are different.”
Fencing requires not only fast footwork, but quick 
thinking, as well. In collegiate play, each fencing 
To Live by the Sword
bout lasts just three minutes or ﬁve touches—which-
ever comes ﬁrst. There are three different types of 
weapons: épée, foil, and sabre. For foil, Hood’s 
weapon of choice, a touch can only be scored with 
the tip of the blade made on the opponent’s chest.
Each team puts forth three athletes per weapon, 
and each one faces off against each of the three 
fencers from the opposing team, for a total of nine 
bouts per weapon, and 27 bouts overall. The team 
that is victorious in 14 bouts or more is the winner. 
“My teammates will actively be saying, ‘Don’t do that, 
you need to try this,’ so I’m still thinking through what 
to do, but I have a great number of team members 
who are actively helping me in the bout,” Hood says.
That coaching element really appeals to Hood. 
This year, she served as head captain on the team, 
and she was foil squad captain her junior year. But 
nearly 10 years of competitive fencing have taken 
their toll physically, and she won’t be actively com-
peting further. But she plans to help coach fencing 
back at her home club in Lexington, Ky., after she 
graduates. “It’s so rewarding to spread something 
you love to new people,” Hood says.
Coaching is just part of her plans, however. Hood 
hopes to take a gap year before attending medical 
school, with a possible focus on neurology. All the 
mental challenges she’s faced fencing spurred an 
interest in the workings of the brain. “I’m fascinated 
with how the brain connects to make it so that if 
someone comes to a certain area, my body auto-
matically moves to block,” she says.
Hood ﬁnished the regular season with a 40–24 
record overall, helping the fencing team to a 20-9 
record, their best since 2010–11. She’s competed 
in the NCAA Northeast regionals all four years, and 
although these ﬁnal bouts have been bittersweet, 
she wouldn’t have it any other way. “[Fencing has] 
been such a crucial part of my life,” Hood says. “It’s 
made me who I am today.”
Take that, Pilates.
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BY THE NUMBERS / CLASS OF ’17—SIX MONTHS AFTER GRADUATION
REPORTS FROM AROUND CAMPUS
College Road
Okay, But What Do You Do?
Audrey Elkus ’18 once had a class assignment to interview 
two individuals about what their jobs entailed. She learned 
so much that she just kept going and launched a website, 
Okay, But What Do You Do?, that gets career women, many 
of them Wellesley alums, to explain what they spend their 
time doing (as opposed to their job titles). Interviewees 
range from Kate Banks ’82, a children’s book writer, to 
Tina Burgos ’94, an online and bricks-and-mortar bou-
tique owner. There’s also advice aplenty. How to: change 
careers (Wellesley President Paula Johnson), have more 
self-discipline (comedy writer Broti Gupta ’16), succeed in 
a large company as an introvert (Oni Lusk-Stover ’05 of the 
World Bank), among many other offerings.
https://www.okaybutwhatdoyoudo.com
Diving Into the Record Books
In March, Maura Sticco-Ivins ’18 capped a remarkable 
college diving career with a fourth consecutive trip to the 
Division III NCAA championships, earning her seventh 
All-American honor. She placed fourth in the 1-meter 
diving competition and seventh in the 3-meter competition. 
The most decorated student-athlete in Wellesley College 
Athletics history, Sticco-Ivins is a three-time NCAA 
Division III national champion, two-time National Diver 
of the Year, three-time NEWMAC Diver of the Year, and 
seven-time NEWMAC champion.
96 21.6 19.8
Waste Not, Want Not
All that food that doesn’t get eaten in Wellesley dining 
halls is now being put to good use: It is providing nutritious 
meals for emergency food programs and people in need. 
Food For Free, a nonpro? t based in Cambridge, Mass., 
picks up fruits, vegetables, and prepared foods from the 
dining halls, run by AVI Foodsystems, and delivers the food 
to an operations center. It is then repackaged into single-
serve meals and distributed through food 
pantries, meal programs, shelters, daycare 
centers, and a variety of other sites. Last 
year, Food For Free distributed 2 million 
pounds of food, helping to feed 30,000 
people in the Greater Boston area. 
Dorothea Von Herder, coordinator 
of Campus Sustainability Programs, 
says that the meals the College 
donates are “our contribution to 
social justice, and it’s an example of 
reuse and recycle.”
Percent of class that is 
employed, in grad school, 
in service/volunteer 
program, or in military
Number of ’17 alums working 
in Massachusetts, the top 
employment location
Percent of the class working 
in consulting or ﬁ nance
Average starting salary 
for class










Sally Yates, former acting 
U.S. attorney general, 
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A
t 15, Fran Malino, the Sophia Moses Robison Professor 
of Jewish Studies and History and director of the Jewish 
Studies program, hopped on a plane with plans to skip school 
for a year. Her father was on a year sabbatical from his post 
as rabbi at the only synagogue in Danbury, Conn., at the 
time. He wanted his family to experience Europe and Israel.
In Spain, Malino wandered the windy, cobblestone streets of 
Seville’s Judería. In Israel, she spent time on a kibbutz. She was 
captivated by the people she met, their lives and their stories. The 
trip was a formative one for Malino, now an authority on Jewish and 
European history.
“I had a fascination with people,” says Malino, who in college at 
Skidmore planned to study psychology. She realized, however, that she 
was intrigued by people living in both the present and the past. “The 
study of history,” she says, “helps us understand both where we’ve 
been and where we might be headed.”
In her years at Wellesley, and before that at UMass Boston, 
Brandeis, Yale, Mount Holyoke, and the Sorbonne, Malino has pub-
lished dozens of articles and multiple books—in English and French—
about Jews living in medieval Spain, the lands of Islam, France, and 
Europe. Her pieces explore the experience of Jews within a larger 
historical context, and focus on France and French-speaking Jews. 
One of her books tells the tale of Zalkind Hourwitz, a Polish Jew living 
in France during the French Revolution.
This spring, the program Malino built from the ground up as 
Wellesley’s inaugural chair in Jewish Studies celebrates its 30th 
anniversary. When she retires this summer, Malino will leave behind 
a legacy that includes some of Wellesley’s best-known courses and 
former students who have followed in her footsteps by promoting 
a greater understanding of the world through their roles as rabbis 
and academics.
“Fran has been an extraordinary inaugural holder of the chair,” 
says Provost Andrew Shennan. “She’s built bridges between the 
Jewish Studies program and other academic programs, and the 
courses she’s taught have enriched our curriculum.”
It was a history professor at Skidmore who piqued Malino’s inter-
est in Jewish studies as a career, frequently calling on Malino to offer 
a Jewish perspective on events. She went on to earn her doctorate in 
Near Eastern and Judaic Studies at Brandeis University and studied 
Jews in France on a Fulbright.
“Learning about the historical experience of Jews—their litera-
ture, their language—enriches in so many important and disparate 
ways our understanding of the past,” Malino says.
At Wellesley, it was crucial to establish Jewish Studies as an inter-
disciplinary interdepartmental program, Malino says, rather than a 
separate department. Over the years, that model has allowed for close, 
rich collaborations.
In 1999, Malino organized a symposium that brought Jewish 
women writers from across Europe to Wellesley. She’s also been the 
driving force behind Wellesley’s partnership with Diarna, a multi-
national, interfaith collaboration of scholars and artists focused on 
Jewish history who travel the world collecting archival materials and 
interviewing elderly citizens.
For Malino’s most recent project, she’s immersed herself in thou-
sands of letters written by Jewish women born in North Africa and 
the Middle East in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Her book 
will tell the story of how these women journeyed to France to train 
as teachers and then returned home to Africa and the Middle East to 
establish schools for Jewish girls.
After Wellesley, Malino plans to dive into completing her book. 
She’ll also continue to share her knowledge with students, teaching a 
class at her synagogue. “I’ve loved teaching at Wellesley,” Malino says. 
“Teaching is not something I’m going to abandon.”
—Deborah Lynn Blumberg ’00
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AS HURRICANES and wild?res ravaged the U.S. 
in 2017—the costliest year on record for natural 
disasters—Ophera Davis, lecturer in Africana 
Studies, sat glued to her TV screen. She watched 
women in Texas ?ee their ?ooded homes in boats, 
and evacuees in California return to their neigh-
borhoods to find their houses had burned to 
the ground.
For Davis, an interdisciplinary social scientist 
and disaster scholar, the images were a power-
ful reminder of the continued dearth of research 
on women and disasters, their preparedness, 
response, and recovery. Davis began to ?ll that 
gap 13 years ago after Hurricane Katrina hit 
the southeastern U.S. A native Mississippian, 
Davis ?ew home to interview black women on the 
Mississippi Gulf Coast who survived the storm.
She’s since published journal articles on the 
topic—one appeared in the Harvard Journal 
of African-American Public Policy—has given 
talks around the world, and is currently shop-
ping around a manuscript that brings forth 
these voices through a longitudinal study based 
in womanist and narrative theories.
“The voices of women prior to, during, and 
after disasters need to be heard,” Davis says. 
“And the voices of black women, especially, 
they’re so rarely studied.”
Davis’ research is unique in its focus on 
college-educated, professional black women 
from Mississippi; the majority of post-Katrina 
research looks at low-income black women in 
New Orleans. Davis interviewed women mul-
tiple times, most recently in 2016, to see how 
they fared. “I’ve watched them slowly, but 
surely, recover to the lifestyle they had prior to 
Katrina,” she said.
Her background in counseling and teach-
ing race relations helps inform her work. At 
Wellesley since 2004, Davis has taught myriad 
interdepartmental courses including Race 
Relations and Racial Inequality in the U.S., and 
Women in the Workplace. Most recently, she’s 
designed a course called Women and Disasters.
Davis is hopeful that studies such as hers 
will inform policy and improve planning to help 
women fare better during future disasters. 
“Women are 14 times more likely [than men] to 
die after disasters,” she said. “There are policy 
decisions that can be made to lower that number.”
Today, most of the Mississippi women she 






CONNIE BAUMAN, professor of the practice in 
Physical Education, Recreation, and Athletics 
(PERA), came to Wellesley as an athletic trainer 
in 1979. During her 39 years at the College, she 
has expanded her role—coaching, teaching, 
bringing health concepts out of the gym and into 
the classroom, and directing a popular on-site 
wellness program for employees.
As you look back over the years, what makes 
you proud?
My job has evolved in wonderful ways. What 
I’m most proud of is what I’ve done outside 
the classroom. I’ve developed this wonderful 
science initiative, where my Wellesley students 
create a science curriculum and lessons and then 
take them to ?fth-graders. I said, “You know, 
you have a very privileged education here. It’s 
time you share that with girls in the local com-
munities.” We were paired with Science Club 
for Girls. It was wonderful to see our students 
create a curriculum. Now we’ve expanded into 
the Framingham schools. It’s good for Wellesley 
students to get off campus and to give back. 
When our students walk into a room, the kids 
just light up. These ?fth-graders will be telling 
their story someday about a Wellesley College 
mentor-teacher who inspired them.
her company’s offer to relocate her when it closed 
its local of?ce, choosing instead to stay and help 
her community recover. The experience changed 
the woman’s entire perspective, Davis says. Since 
then, she accepted another six-?gure job.
After the storm, “there’s good news,” Davis 
says. “There’s resilience, and there’s recovery.”
—Deborah Lynn Blumberg ’00
Have Wellesley students changed during  
your time here?
They are more stressed. Their expectations are 
just unrealistic. I try to give them perspective. 
I’m always saying, “Look, no one will ask you 
what grade you’ve got in Econ 101, because no 
one really cares. What they care about is that 
you have that Wellesley diploma, and that will 
serve you the rest of your life. Don’t pull an all-
nighter to try to get a perfect paper because 
there is no such thing as a perfect paper. Put 
it to bed and get the sleep. You will feel better. 
And you will be a better student if you have good 
health-care habits.”
What will change for you after you retire  
this spring?
People say, “Oh, we’re going to miss you.” I say, 
“I’m not leaving the planet.” I might spend some 
of the winter in Palm Springs, but otherwise, 
I’m not moving. I’m going to go back to auditing 
classes—I’m going to take Spanish. When I ?rst 
came to Wellesley, I audited art history, and then a 
feminist liberation-theology class, and then foren-
sic anthropology. I was getting the liberal arts 
education I never had, and it transformed me.
—Catherine O’Neill Grace
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Reviews of books by Wellesley authors
Shelf Life
A Shape Searching  
For Meaning
Europe, Asia, and the Arabic world to deliver an 
impressively global and richly historical overview 
of the human heart’s translation into sign.
After telling the story of her project’s origins 
in a “eureka moment” experienced while viewing 
a medieval brooch at the British Museum, Yalom, 
a senior scholar at the Clayman Institute for 
Gender Research at Stanford University, initi-
ates a fascinating journey into the meanings of 
the heart via stories of ancient botany, Egyptian 
understandings of the soul, the rise of Freudian 
psychoanalysis, and the development of mass 
culture, among other topics. An ideograph used 
to express the idea of the “heart” in its meta-
phorical or symbolic sense, the heart symbol has 
not always possessed the range of interpreta-
tions it has today.
Calling the design “a pleasing form in search 
of meaning,” Yalom relates how the image, 
derived from shapes found in nature such as 
pears and pinecones, moved beyond being a pure 
decorative embellishment to acquire the complex 
connotation of emotional love, the meaning of 
which has evolved over time.
The Amorous Heart is full of references to a 
rich range of literature, opera, art, and everyday 
objects that together form an enlightening read. 
First found as an illustration of love during the 
medieval period, the heart icon expanded in sig-
ni?cance during the 16th and 17th centuries to 
acquire a range of psychological meanings and 
to represent a variety of emotions jostling with 
each other. Subsequently, the design was under-
stood at various times to be more or less chaste, 
amorous, political, independent, romantic, and 
commercialized, illustrating how, as Yalom poeti-
cally puts it, “symbols have a way of slipping out 
of their envelopes and assuming meanings and 
uses that were never anticipated.”
In turning from past to present, Yalom notes 
that digital life has transformed “heart” into a 
Marilyn Koenick Yalom ’54
The Amorous Heart: An Unconventional  
History of Love 
Basic Books 
288 pages; $27.00
CHANCES ARE that today you—like me—clicked 
on a little heart icon while scrolling through 
your internet feeds, turning it red with meaning. 
The heart symbol, with its two scallops on top 
and V-shaped point at the bottom, has become 
ubiquitous, signifying concern, support, enjoy-
ment, and yes, love. In The Amorous Heart, 
Marilyn Koenick Yalom ’54 traces the long history 
of this iconic image, delving backward in time to 
the medieval period, and across space to Western 
A Different    
‘Elevator Pitch’
WHEN ALEXA MONROE gets stuck in an eleva-
tor on the way to celebrate her older sister’s 
promotion, she doesn’t expect to end up as the 
girlfriend of Drew Nichols, who’s stuck there 
with her. But that’s exactly what happens after 
he proposes that she pretend to be his date at 
his ex’s wedding. In classic rom-com style, they 
instantly hit it off, but there’s a catch: He lives in 
L.A. and she lives in Berkeley, each with estab-
lished careers. (Drew is a surgeon, and Alexa is 
the mayor’s chief of staff.) From there, they must 
?gure out how much they mean to each other 
and whether it’s worth it to uproot their lives for 
what could be love.
I went into this book knowing nothing about 
it, which was refreshing and is so rare for me 
as a book editor. I found Alexa and Drew’s rela-
tionship believable and extremely well crafted. 
Jasmine Guillory ’97
The Wedding Date 
Berkley 
317 pages; $15.00
Continued on page 76
Continued on page 76
Madeleine Korbel Albright ’59 
Fascism: A Warning,  
Harper Books
Alexia Bloch ’89 
Sex, Love, and Migration: 
Postsocialism, Modernity, and 
Intimacy from Istanbul to the 
Arctic, Cornell University Press
Lisa Chau ’97 




Maryam Homayoun Eisler ’89 
Voices East London,  
Thames & Hudson
Katie Ellison ’06 
Who Was Bob Marley?  
Penguin Workshop
Crystal Fleming ’04 
Resurrecting Slavery:  
Racial Legacies and White 
Supremacy in France,  
Temple University Press
Carol McGrew Getty ’60 
Peace in Justice: Reflections 
from a Career in the Criminal 
Justice System, Chandler Lake
Erin Goodman ’02, translator 
Prisoner of Pinochet, My Year  
in a Chilean Concentration  
Camp, by Sergio Bitar, University 
of Wisconsin Press
Audrey Robinson Jones ’72  
(with Larry Jones) 
Falling Through the Ceiling:  
Our ADHD Family Memoir, 
Wesleyan University Press
Cynthia Yenkin Levinson ’67 
The Youngest Marcher:  
The Story of Audrey Faye 
Hendricks, a Young Civil Rights 
Activist, Simon & Schuster
Dana Mele ’02 
People Like Us, G.P. Putnam 
Books for Young Readers
Laura Munder ’71 
Impulse to Murder,  
Black Opal Books
Stephanie O’Hara ’95, translator 
Midwife to the Queen of France:  
Diverse Observations, by Louise 
Bourgeois, Arizona Center for 
Medieval and Renaissance 
Studies
Deborah Derr Perkins ’89 
Life-Giving Prayer: Practical 
Ways to Improve Your 
Communication with God,  
His Inscriptions, Inc.
Amy Mitchell Poeppel ’88 
Limelight, Atria/ 
Emily Bestler Books
Elizabeth Dawkins Poreba ’68 
Self Help: A Guide for the Retiring 
(poems), Resource Publications
Mehrunnisa Rafi-Riaz ’88  
writing as Natasha Rafi 
The Jinni on the Roof:  
A Ramadan Story, Pamir
Julie Rehmeyer ’94 
Through the Shadowlands:  
A Science Writer’s Odyssey  
Into an Illness Science  
Doesn’t Understand, Rodale
Quinn Slobodian, faculty 
Globalists: The End of Empire and 
the Birth of Neoliberalism,  
Harvard University Press
J.E. Smyth ’99 
Nobody’s Girl Friday: The Women 
Who Ran Hollywood, Oxford 
University Press
Madeline Tiger ’56 
In the Clearing,  
Dos Madres Press
Danielle Town ’03  
(with Phil Town)  
Invested: How Warren Buffett 
and Charlie Munger Taught  
Me to Master My Mind,  
My Emotions, and My Money  
(with a Little Help from  
My Dad), William Morrow
Elizabeth Barr Wang ’54, editor 
Ruth’s Record: The Diary  
of an American in Japanese- 
Occupied Shanghai  
1941–1945, Earnshaw Books
Caeli Wolfson Widger ’96 
Mother of Invention, Little A
Nancy Spelman Woloch ’61 
Eleanor Roosevelt in Her  
Own Words, Black Dog & 
Leventhal Publishers
Louise Agee Wrinkle ’52 
Listen to the Land:  
Creating a Southern Woodland 
Oasis, PMT Publishing
Freshink
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But the book is also about 
transcending grief and affirming 
life, isn’t it?
Although I started out writing mostly 
elegies following my parents’ deaths, 
eventually I found other things to live 
for, other ways of finding meaning 
and purpose. Finally, in my late 20s, 
I turned toward life, rather than away 
from it. And that change is reﬂected in 
the formal and emotional range of my 
poems. The book is titled Not Elegy, 
But Eros because there’s a conscious 
choice to move away from the elegiac, 
and to affirm life and the living: Eros, 
as the life force, as an antidote to 
Thanatos. That’s the overall arc of 
the book.
—Elizabeth Lund 
Lund reviews poetry each month  
for the Washington Post.
alive. Often I would read a poem at 
home and wouldn’t understand it. 
Then I’d hear him read it, and his per-
formance of the poem enacted what 
the poem was doing on the page—
through rhythm, cadence, intonation, 
etc.—and suddenly it would start to 
make sense.
There are many losses in the book, 
both personal and public. How did 
writing help you deal with loss?
I started writing poetry around the 
time my mother’s health was dete-
riorating (she had kidney failure), and 
she died while I was doing my M.A. 
in creative writing at Johns Hopkins. 
My father never recovered from the 
loss—he died less than two years 
later. Writing about grief was a way of 
coping. Later, I began writing public 
elegies for victims of political violence 
or terrorist attacks—writing about it is 
a way of dealing with the despair and 
horror of witnessing such events.
Moving Beyond Elegy
Nausheen Eusuf ’02 grapples with grief 
in her debut collection of poems, Not 
Elegy, But Eros. The work has earned 
rave reviews from the Philadelphia 
Inquirer and the Best American 
Poetry blog. Born and raised in Dhaka, 
Bangladesh, Eusuf majored in com-
puter science at Wellesley, but is 
currently pursuing a Ph.D. in English at 
Boston University. She says her career 
path in the past 15 years, including 
writing the book, is a direct result of 
the Wellesley class she took with Frank 
Bidart, Andrew W. Mellon Professor 
in the Humanities and professor of 
English, during her senior year.
How did Frank Bidart teach you  
to read poetry?
I had never studied or written poetry 
before his class, but just hearing him 
read was like a religious conversion. 
He embodies poems and brings them 
Nausheen Eusuf ’02
Not Elegy, But Eros 
New York Quarterly Books 
96 pages, $15.95
SEND US YOUR BOOKS
If you’ve published a book and 
you’d like to have it listed in 
“Fresh Ink” and considered for 
review, please send two copies 
to Catherine Grace, Wellesley 
magazine, 106 Central St., 
Wellesley, MA 02481-8203.
When Francille Rusan Wilson ’69 arrived on campus in the fall of 
1965, she was one of six black freshmen. To say the least, “it was not 
very diverse,” Wilson says. The six students quickly realized that the 
College had paired four of them in double rooms. One had requested 
a single, and Wilson, who was unknowingly part of an “experiment,” 
was placed with a white roommate, with that student’s parents’ prior 
approval. “We were concerned about this residential segregation. 
We talked about it amongst ourselves, and individually, we tried to 
address it with the administration, to no avail,” Wilson remembers.
In December 1966, Wilson and a small group of like-minded stu-
dents traveled to New York to attend a black-student conference at 
Columbia University. A ?re was lit. A small cohort of determined 
women—Wilson, Nancy Gist ’69, Yvonne Smith Madlock ’70, Alvia 
Wardlaw ’69, Karen Williamson ’69, and others—pledged to confront 
racism on campus, and Ethos was born. After very public battles with 
President Ruth Adams’s administration, Ethos effected many impor-
tant changes: The racist rooming policy ended, the College pushed 
to admit more black students to the class of ’73 (57 black students 
entered in 1969), Harambee House was established as a home for stu-
dents of African descent, and black studies became an interdepart-
mental major.
As Ethos celebrates its 50th anniversary this year, we spoke with 
Wilson and ?ve past presidents of Ethos through the decades about 
what the organization meant to them. While the times change—stu-
dents went from demonstrating in the Civil Rights movement to 
pushing the College to divest from South Africa to marching for the 
Black Lives Matter movement—the need for Ethos has not dimin-
ished. Alumnae speak of the relief that came from having Harambee 
House, a space where they could relax and be with people who under-
stood them, where they didn’t have to explain anything. They all also 
express gratitude toward the black alumnae who came before them, 
and hope for those who follow.
“When you have the backing of all the ancestors, you know you’re 
unstoppable,” says Shukri Abdi ’01, an Ethos past president.
Born during the tumultuous Civil Rights era, Ethos is a source of inspiration, support, and comfort for 
black students on campus. As Ethos turns 50, its former leaders re?ect on what the organization meant to 
them, its struggles and triumphs during their years on campus, and the work that remains to be done.
? BY HILARY HURD ANYASO ’93, KAREN GRIGSBY BATES ’73, AND IKHLAS SALEEM ’11
 The Generations
Of Ethos














one of the Ethos founders
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There were six black freshmen in my class in the fall of 1965. And for 
many of us six, [coming to Wellesley] was a shock. All but one of us 
came from the South, which had only recently been desegregated. We 
really thought that Massachusetts was a very liberal state. It’s why 
we came in the ?rst place. But we got disabused of that pretty quickly. 
Campus was mostly OK, but when we walked into town, we got racist 
taunts—including the N-word—from people in town.
In the winter of 1966, we went to a conference at Columbia 
University. [The conference addressed life for black students on pre-
dominantly white campuses.] There were about 300 students from 
about 30 schools who had gathered to discuss life on these campuses, 
the need for more—or any—black faculty and administrators, etc.
On the way back to Wellesley, we decided we needed an organi-
zation to address some of the same issues we’d heard at the confer-
ence. We felt we’d have a stronger voice with the administration if we 
approached them collectively. So when we came back, we talked to 
other black students, and they agreed.
Somewhere between December ’66 and January ’67, Ethos was 
formed. Why the name Ethos? We were trying to think of something 
that expressed our spirit and sisterhood. Somehow “ethos” came up. 
We looked up what it meant, and one of the de?nitions was “the per-
vasive character that distinguishes a group or culture.”
Everyone agreed Ethos was the word. We felt we were a sister-
hood, and our new name seemed to re?ect how we felt at the time.
There were questions about why we couldn’t just be open to every-
one, and we tried to explain that black students needed a place where 
they could freely talk about things that affected them as black stu-
dents. Eventually that was resolved. Ethos sponsored many events—
lectures, music and dance programs, etc.—that were open to the entire 
College. We wanted them to come! And they did. But the organization 
remained an organization for black women. Women of African descent.
We needed to have more black student applicants, and pretty 
quickly we began to talk about a black-studies major. In fact, 
Wellesley was one of the ?rst Ivy/Seven Sisters colleges to vote for 
African-American studies.
I feel like Ethos is a place where black women get leadership 
skills, as well as ?nd a space and place to be. In many important ways, 
Wellesley today is a very different place from the Wellesley I came 
to my freshman year. And, by the way, I am thrilled to death about 
President Johnson!
What do I hope? I hope Ethos continues to grow in spirit and 
adapt to the changes of the 21st century. I hope Ethos members will 
continue to be activists in ways that make sense to them. I hope the 
College will continue to support black women, and welcome students 
of African descent.
A lot of black students’ organizations that were founded around the 
same time Ethos was have disintegrated, or been merged with other 
organizations. I’m proud that Ethos still exists, and I hope in future 
years, subsequent classes of black women will keep it going.
—Interview by Karen Grigsby Bates ’73
An intellectual and labor historian at the University of  
Southern California, Francille Rusan Wilson ’69 is spending  
a sabbatical year at Stanford’s Center for Advanced Study  
in the Behavioral Sciences.
‘I feel like Ethos  
is a place where 
black women get 
leadership skills, as 
well as ﬁnd a space 
and place to be.’
—Francille Rusan Wilson ’69
Francille Rusan Wilson ’69
One of the Ethos founders
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This is my 45th year out of Wellesley. When I arrived on the campus 
in 1969, it was a very different time.
One of the biggest things I can remember [when I ?rst arrived on 
campus is] the marching outside of Wellesley protesting the Vietnam 
War. There [were] crowds of people.
I remember signing petitions against the Vietnam War, and I have 
in my scrapbook a letter on White House stationery, acknowledging 
receipt of my protest of the Vietnam War. My older brother fought in 
Vietnam. My sister’s ?rst boyfriend in high school went to Vietnam and 
didn’t come back. I remember what that was like for us, not knowing.
I came on the cusp of the Civil Rights movement, and I only 
learned when I got to campus about all of the protests that had gone 
on about increasing enrollment of black students and creating an 
African-American history curriculum.
We were, the class of ’73, the largest class of black enrolled students 
that Wellesley had had. We felt that we were helping the campus come 
into the real world, a world that was diverse, with people who didn’t 
look like all the people in Fair?eld, Conn. Wellesley gained by encour-
aging the exchange of ideas and different types of discussions you can 
have when you have a diverse environment.
There was some feeling among white students that we were sort of 
separatists, that we had more than we deserved on the campus, given 
the numbers of us that were there. Why did we deserve the house and 
the budget? I think one year we got money to bring Earth, Wind & 
Fire on campus. You know, so Ethos had a budget.
But the idea of there being this bright yellow-colored house that 
was for black students was very attractive to some of us who came 
from environments where feeling comfortable surrounded in a pre-
dominantly white environment was challenging. You know, a place that 
you can come and just sort of relax and chat and eat and plan activities, 
and the choir and dancers would rehearse there. It was comforting 
to be around people that I didn’t have to explain a lot to. It was a 
respite for us. Ethos helped keep me connected with my culture as 
a black woman.
I think Ethos has evolved over time. When I came in, it was very 
much an outgrowth of the Civil Rights movement in this country. 
There was a lot of turmoil among black citizens in America, and that 
was having an impact on the campus. And Wellesley did its best, I 
think, to try to address that with its students, and allowing for a lot of 
self-expression, a lot of questioning, and trying to adapt to the needs 
of its student populations.
And I’m sure since that time, Wellesley [has] continued to adapt 
to the needs of its student body and the issues that are coming up. 
[Wellesley] was one of the most supportive environments that I’ve ever 
been in, both with white and black students.
—Interviewed by Ikhlas Saleem ’11






















Alyce Jones Lee ’81
President of Ethos, 1980–81
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It’s amazing to me how much things change, and how much they stay 
the same. So from the perspective of what was going on on campus in 
those days, there were discussions about racism and black women on 
campus—how do we work with and against the moments in time where 
we experience ourselves as being oppressed by subtle racism, some-
times less-than-subtle racism, and sometimes just plain old ignorance.
I don’t know how much of that exists on campus today, but it was 
certainly alive and well then.
Ethos was the place where one could take a deep breath and relax. 
It was the place to take a reprieve from worrying about how you were 
going to negotiate something. Harambee House, Wynne Holmes [the 
director of Harambee House]—that was family.
When I broke up with a boyfriend, I cried in my room for 20 
minutes, kicked the door, and then I went over to Harambee. And 
I was over it. Wynne and I talked about it. She was the one I shared 
those dif?cult feelings with. If she weren’t there, I don’t know where 
I would have gone.
It was a place of refuge, and a place to be yourself with people who 
understood you. I moved off campus my junior and senior year, and 
Harambee was my home on campus. I would leave my books there 
between classes. If I didn’t study in the library, I might study there.
There were tons of books and music, and more than anything, a 
huge social opportunity to be with other young women in sisterhood 
and joy. We really had grand times being together.
It was always a very socially aware place. We marched against 
apartheid, wanting Wellesley to divest in any stocks it had related to 
South Africa. I loved the fact that not only was the campus energized, 
but Ethos was actively trying to push important issues forward. I felt 
very relevant on campus.
As I understand it, the percentages of African-American women on 
campus have not increased signi?cantly. I think that’s a big problem. 
The one thing I learned in my life is that there are amazing, intelli-
gent, talented people of all backgrounds. The difference is opportunity. 
Wellesley is an incredible opportunity, and it should be given to more 
African-American women.
[To future and current Ethos members], I would say absolutely 
stay relevant. Be proud of your experience. When you leave campus, 
know that what you did on campus mattered for the students there, 
and potentially for the environs around us, for the towns and cities 
around us, and to try to realize, even though you’re in the thick of it, 
that you’re at an institution that supports you in your growth.
We need help on so many fronts, and the thing that has changed is 
the degree to which we need to repair the world. The issues are more 
intense, and we need the best and the brightest to persevere to propel 
their great ideas forward.
—Interview by Hilary Hurd Anyaso ’93
Alyce Jones Lee ’81 is the former chief of staff to Boston Mayor 
Thomas Menino. She lives in Boston.
‘Ethos was the place where one could take  
a deep breath and relax. It was the place to 
take a reprieve from worrying about how 
you were going to negotiate something.’
—Alyce Jones Lee ’81
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I recall speaking to College Government to talk about why Ethos needed 
to continue to exist on our campus. There was some concern about 
what it means to have a closed organization on campus that’s funded 
by College Government. There was a threat to take away our funding 
because we were not open to all members of the Wellesley community.
I remember going through the Archives and realizing, “Here we 
go again.” I was not the ?rst Ethos president to have to face College 
Government and give a rationale for why we have to exist as an orga-
nization. Obviously, we continued to exist. I have vague memories of 
what I said, but I remember vividly going into that evening meeting 
and making a case for Ethos.
What else was happening on campus? We were pushing for a 
more diverse faculty, just having more faculty of color. We happened 
to have a good cohort who were science majors, and there were very 
few professors of color in the sciences. And really, frankly, all across 
the departments.
If I was going to give advice to my 19-year-old self, it would be to 
take advantage of all that Wellesley has to offer. If you’re thinking 
about going abroad to study, do it. If you were thinking about taking 
that class at MIT, do it. If you want to try anything, that’s the space to 
try. Try to move outside of your af?nity groups, and explore.
Before you dive deep and passionately into righting all of the ineq-
uities and taking on social-justice issues, be mindful and go through 
the archives. Our “foresisters” [in Ethos] also invested energy and 
time. Be conscientious about decisions you make about which battle 
you want to take on and make yours.
I would never tell young people, “Forget it, it’s not going to change,” 
because there can’t be progress unless someone’s willing to take on 
that leadership. But be strategic about how you want to invest your 
energy and your time.
I’ve made some of my closest friends—I call them my “sister 
friends”—at Wellesley. All of us of African descent, being members 
of Ethos. I remember [as a student] having the Ethos alums come 
back on campus during reunion and being absolutely awed by these 
accomplished black women, and feeling like, “Little me, how could 
I possibly ever?” A group of us went back for our 20th reunion two 
years ago, and we were like, “Wow, we became those women.” Who 
would have known?
When they say “Dr. Previna,” they’re referring to me. Somehow, 
I became those women. It has meant an important sisterhood. That’s 
what being a member of Ethos has meant. I count it as one of my many 
blessings, that I was able to have the deep, strong, friendships and 
relationships with women—and black women. And we continue to be 
a source of strength, encouragement, and support for each other. To 
be able to have a cohort, to be able to pull on the sisterhood in times 
of need, that is powerful.
—Interview by Hilary Hurd Anyaso ’93
Debby Saintil Previna ’96 is the middle-school principal  










Debby Saintil Previna ’96
President of Ethos, 1993–94 and 1994–95
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It was, 100 percent, black Wellesley students who sold me on going to 
Wellesley. Looking back, those students were, what, maybe 17, and to 
think that they had such a clear idea of who they wanted to be, who 
they were. It was very inspiring.
Ethos to me is survival. I would not have made it through my ?rst 
year if I hadn’t had my Ethos friends. I would not have, full stop. I still 
talk to my big sister from Ethos, Kisha Brown ’00. I check in on her, 
probably her more checking in on me than I do her.
I just felt like being on Wellesley’s campus allowed me to just be 
me, unapologetically me. And sometimes I really miss that. Sometimes 
I miss those dreams. Sometimes I miss that ambition. Sometimes I 
miss that fearlessness.
I was co-president my senior year with Valerie Antoine ’01, and we 
were just trying to ?gure out how we could best support one another. 
We wanted inclusion and representation within the administration, 
and various multicultural groups. [We wanted more] students feeling 
supported. And we felt like maybe on some level, the administration 
was dropping the ball in some capacities. And so we decided to orga-
nize and protest.
In Los Angeles, we have an annual WLAN and WAAD [Wellesley 
Latina Alumnae Network and Wellesley Alumnae of African Descent] 
tea. One year, the Latinx student advisor came, and we took her out for 
dinner. And the younger alums were sitting there, and they were like, 
“Oh wait, Shukri. You were one of the people who were protesting so 
that we could get this advisor?” And then they just went around the 
table and they were like, “We just want to say thank you, and to the 
other students who worked to get us [an advisor]. [It] made a world 
of a difference while we were at Wellesley.” It was very emotional, 
and the fact that it in?uenced their experience that much was very 
special to me.
Looking back, I feel like I was spoiled, not that I’m not around 
talented, accomplished black women now. But we just had them in 
such numbers.
If I could describe my ideal retirement community, I would just 
build a dorm in a warm place and just ?ll it with all of my greatest 
hits, like Wellesley Ethos friends. I actually think that’s not a bad idea, 
and I will probably start lobbying for this to happen. Let’s create the 
Utopia again.
When you have the backing of all of the ancestors, you know you’re 
unstoppable, even though it feels like society tells you many times that 
you can’t, or that you aren’t enough. Knowing in my heart that I have 
Ethos there, the backing of all of these black students, is empower-
ing, gives me hope. I miss it all the time. But I’m happy to have it in 
the capacity that I do. I think that’s probably why I push to stay con-
nected. I’m so grateful.
—Interview by Ikhlas Saleem ’11
Shukri Abdi ’01 is a Los Angeles-based TV producer, performer, 
and writer originally from Potomac, Md.
‘Ethos to me is 
survival. I would  
not have made it 
through my ﬁrst 


























President of Ethos, 2011–12
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I was at Wellesley during President Obama’s ?rst term. My ?rst 
year, he was elected. That’s one of my strongest, earliest memories 
of Ethos—election night. When he won, so many black students came 
into Harambee House. People ordered food and drinks, and there was 
music. We all sat close together in the basement around the little TV 
watching the acceptance speech.
Ethos will always be a really important gathering space for stu-
dents. The organization can hold people together and help build strong 
social relationships among students of African descent on campus. It’s 
one of Wellesley’s strongest institutions.
I personally spent a lot of time in Harambee House. People knew 
that if you wanted to ?nd Dominique, that’s where you would go.
I think of my senior year; I had a lot going on. The week my thesis 
was supposed to be due, I got really overwhelmed. I posted an email 
[to Ethos members] and I was like, “I need Team Thesis to be formed. 
I need help. I need four people to help with my citations. I need four 
people to help with my editing. And I need to get this done in the next 
three days.”
I made a little sign-up sheet, and people signed up. Like 10 differ-
ent people signed up, and some of them were my friends, but some of 
them were fellow Ethos members that I didn’t even know.
That’s the type of thing I think of when I think of Ethos. I wouldn’t 
have gotten through Wellesley the way I did, with the grades I did, 
and the sanity I still have without Ethos.
During my time at Wellesley, it was a critical transition period for 
the culture of Ethos, which went along with what was happening in the 
rest of the country around LGBT issues and inclusion. When I came 
into Ethos, there were maybe two out black people on campus. In some 
ways, the culture of the organization was conservative. People had an 
idea of who an Ethos member was. I think people thought of somebody 
who was straight, probably Christian.
Over those next few years, there were huge changes, and people 
started to think about how can we make Ethos more accepting for trans 
siblings on campus, how do we create a more supportive environment.
By the time I graduated, I think I was the ?rst openly queer Ethos 
president, but the person I was running against was also queer. So I 
think that resulted in really positive changes for the black community 
at Wellesley and just greater acceptance.
When I go back to campus now, I see curriculum changes. I see 
differences in the way professors are talking about things, and just 
the happiness of the students.
I think about how I’m in this lineage. People before me had chal-
lenges, and they made Wellesley better for me. And I’m trying to make 
Wellesley better, even though I’m not going to get to experience those 
bene?ts in the future. We have a lot of challenging times, but out of 
that comes a better Wellesley.
—Interview by Hilary Hurd Anyaso ’93
Dominique Hazzard ’12 is a food-justice advocate and lives  
in Washington, D.C.
Karen Grigsby Bates ’73 is a correspondent for NPR, currently part of 
the Code Switch team, covering race, ethnicity, and culture. Hilary Hurd 
Anyaso ’93 is an editor in the media-relations department at Northwestern 
University. Ikhlas Saleem ’11 is a writer, storyteller, and digital-media 
strategist. She founded and co-hosts Identity Politics, a podcast that features 
perspectives on race, gender, and Muslim life in America.
‘During my time  
at Wellesley, it was  
a critical transition 
period for the 
culture of Ethos, 
which went along 
with what was 
happening in the 
rest of the country 
around LGBT issues 
and inclusion.’
—Dominique Hazzard ’12
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How I Got to Wellesley
Many roads lead to 106 Central Street
By Catherine O’Neill Grace  |  Photographs by Kathleen Dooher
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or Silvia Yu ’21, it was love at ? rst sight. As a 
middle schooler, Yu, who grew up in Boston’s 
Chinatown, rode the commuter rail out to 
Wellesley. She was with a student from the 
College who was mentoring her in an after-
school program called Chinatown Big Sib Little Sib. The 
pair walked up to campus through the Vil. To this day, Yu 
recalls her amazement as she explored the Margaret C. 
Ferguson Greenhouses and the Science Center.
“I was fascinated by the diversity of plants and their 
individual environments, by how all the plants were able to 
survive together even though they were all different,” she 
says. “And I loved the way the Science Center looked—one 
building built around another, similar to a hug.”
A diversity of paths leads students to Wellesley—a 
grandmother’s memory, a website visit, a college-fair 
encounter, a high-school counselor’s advice, an alumna’s 
encouragement, even a simple Google search.
After middle school, Yu attended the John D. O’Bryant 
School of Mathematics and Science in Boston, a public exam 
school that specializes in science, technology, engineering, 
and mathematics (STEM). Her interest in Wellesley had 
not dimmed since her middle school visit, so she decided to 
apply. At Spring Open Campus, Yu was impressed by a panel 
about women’s leadership and another about con? dence.
“I am a shy person, and I thought I would learn a lot 
here and grow a lot here,” she says. “Wellesley empowers 
women to become leaders.”
Yu, a ? rst-generation college student who’s interested 
in math and chemistry, says she’s in the right place, all 
those years after middle school. “Sometimes,” she says, 
“I still walk back from class to my dorm and I think, ‘Am 
I really here?’”
This spring, 2,328 students are enrolled at Wellesley. 
They come from 49 nations and all 50 states plus the District 
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and Guam. Thirteen percent 
are first-generation (neither parent graduated from a 
four-year college); 48 percent are people of color; 25 
percent are underrepresented minorities (American Indian 
or Alaska native, black/African-American, Hispanic, and 
two or more races). Fifty-nine percent are receiving need-
based ? nancial aid in 2017–2018. (Aid awards are made 
after admission choices, which are need-blind—that is, an 
applicant’s ? nancial status is not taken into consideration.)
We wish we could share all 2,328 stories. How did these 
students end up here? What were they looking for, and have 
they found it? That being impossible, we opted to ask a 
cross-section from the four current classes how they landed 
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FAMILY CONNECTIONS 
Abena Asare ’18, a psychology major, came to Wellesley 
from Eastern Regional High School in Berlin, N.J. Two 
cousins had attended the College before her.
“Wellesley was something that was always in the back of 
my mind,” says Asare. “My dad … had seen how my cousins 
thrived at Wellesley, and then how well they’re doing post-
Wellesley. The application season rolled around, and he 
mentioned it again, and then my cousins mentioned it, too.”
As a talented track and ? eld athlete, Asare thought 
about pursuing her sport at a Division I school—but was 
also considering Wellesley. “When I told some of my teach-
ers and track coach in high school, they all knew what 
Wellesley was. It was surprising to hear all these people 
say, ‘Wow, that’s a good school. You should de? nitely apply.’ 
It was really encouraging to understand that … they knew 
the rigor, they knew the prestige,” she says.
Because she wasn’t planning to try for the Olympics, 
and wanted to go to medical school, Asare decided that 
being somewhere she would thrive academically and still 
ful? ll her dream of running college track was important. 
At Spring Open Campus her senior year, Asare stayed with 
a member of the track team and met with coaches. “I also 
really connected with Harambee House when I came,” she 
says. “I knew that there was going to be a community for 
me at Wellesley.”
And it turned out to be the right place. “Wellesley … 
allows you to be a student-athlete, [but] allows you to be a 
student ? rst,” she says. “I’m really thankful for the coaches 
I had and for the professors who understood that I was 
trying to balance a lot of different things. I don’t think I 
would have necessarily gotten that elsewhere—a place that 
would allow me to focus on my studies, conduct research, 
work, and still perform on the track.” As a sophomore, she 
earned NCAA All-American honors in the women’s long 
jump, her favorite event.
After graduation, Asare hopes to pursue a master’s in 
public health, as well as an M.D. degree. “I want to focus 
on preventative health care and look at health-care dispari-
ties. I’ve become interested in looking at how racism affects 
health, and how that manifests in infant mortality rates and 
different kinds of birth outcomes,” she says.
And about those family connections: One of Asare’s 
cousins, Ama Baafra Abeberese ’04, is an assistant profes-
sor of economics at Wellesley. The other, Abena Bonna ’13, 
is currently studying architecture at Yale. 
Abena Asare
’18
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THE ACCIDENTAL PROSPIE  
When she was a high-school sophomore visiting New 
England from Texas, Dayna De La Cruz ’21 ended up 
touring Wellesley by accident.
“I got into a college-prep program my freshman year 
of high school called Emerge,” says De La Cruz. “They 
decided to take us on a trip to visit colleges here in the 
Northeast. We visited Tufts, Harvard, and Wellesley.”
The large group was divided up to board buses for the 
different campuses. “I had heard about Wellesley. I didn’t 
want to go there. It’s an all-girls school. In my head, that 
was limiting. But then my name got called for Wellesley. 
It was random selection. But it turned out I got on the 
wrong bus, because the name that was called was Zayna, 
not Dayna. And I completely fell in love with the school. I 
still have my Instagram post that says, ‘I think I found my 
?rst choice.’”
After graduating from Cesar E. Chavez High School, 
a 3,000-student, predominantly Hispanic public school in 
Houston, De La Cruz arrived at Wellesley as part of a 
“posse,” a group of 10 students from her home city inter-
ested in STEM. For nearly 30 years, the Posse Foundation 
has worked to identify high-achieving public school stu-
dents with leadership potential who might otherwise be 
overlooked in the traditional college selection process.
After a grueling, three-stage evaluation process, the 
foundation places students at colleges in posses to provide 
extra social, emotional, and academic support; the col-
leges they attend award the students four-year, full tuition 
leadership scholarships. Wellesley is the foundation’s 11th 
STEM partner nationally, with the ?rst posse, all from 
Houston, enrolling last fall.
“Both of my parents are of Mexican descent,” says De 
La Cruz. “They immigrated here, became naturalized, and 
became citizens. Spanish is my ?rst language. I learned 
English through TV and through school. It was two sides, 
two roads.”
At Wellesley, she says, “everything has been good. I 
adapt very easily, and I’ve felt a lot of personal growth.” 
She’s planning to major in biology and is working as a lab 
assistant for professor David Ellerby.
Adjusting to New England hasn’t fazed her. “The snow 
was amazing,” she says. “The ?rst snow day that we had, 
I was outside for six hours. I got sick that weekend, but it 
was worth it.”
A BIG LEAP NORTH  
For Emily Pearson ’20, a lifelong Texan from a long line of 
Texans, coming to college in New England from her home 
in San Antonio was a leap.
“Nobody in my family, nobody I knew, had ever heard 
of Wellesley,” she says. “I’m actually the ?rst person in my 
family to ever go to school outside of Texas.”
Pearson went to Providence Catholic, a college-
preparatory school for girls in grades 6–12. She discovered 
Wellesley at a college fair. “There was the Wellesley table, 
and I thought, ‘You know what, let’s just check.’ I talked to 
this woman and found out Wellesley was single gender. I 
had sworn up and down that I was done with all-girls. I was 
like, ‘No, I need boys.’ But I loved talking to her.”
The woman at that college fair was Lina Ghosh ’03, 
a physician in San Antonio. “The way she talked about 
Wellesley got me interested. I knew that I wanted some-
thing that was very academically challenging, but I also 
knew that I wanted somewhere that would grow me holisti-
cally—as a leader and as a woman.”
A political-science major with a minor in educa-
tion studies, Pearson plans to study school reform. “The 
Wellesley experience has been much more all-encompassing 
than I expected,” she says. “I knew it was going to be aca-
demically rigorous, and I knew I was going to learn a lot, 
but I also didn’t expect to join a community that really just 
permeates your life.”
Pearson’s father went to Texas A&M and her mother 
is an alumna of the University of Texas, so Wellesley is a 
very different experience—not to mention being very far 
away. “My ?rst-year mentor gave me the best piece of 
advice,” she says. “You have to give yourself permission for 
‘Honestly, coming up here was the most radical    
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Wellesley to feel like home. And that helped a lot, because 
it was so hard at ?rst. I’d never even visited Massachusetts 
before coming up here to look at schools. I owned literally 
one pair of close-toed shoes, [and not anything] like snow 
boots or jackets.”
“Honestly,” she adds, “coming up here was the most 
radical college choice I could have made.”
FINDING ROOTS IN UNEXPECTED PLACES  
For Mariana Hernandez ’19, it wasn’t instant infatua-
tion. “I went on a tour. And I wasn’t completely in love 
with Wellesley, which is something that I talk to visitors 
about now, because I give tours for admissions,” she says. 
“I wasn’t sold on it when I visited. What really compelled 
me to consider it seriously was when I was added to the 
admitted-students Facebook group, and all of these people 
were sharing their stories. I felt like we already had a con-
nection that was important.”
Hernandez, who comes from Orlando, Fla., found she 
was eligible for a ?y-in visit to campus. The admission 
of?ce offers grants for a limited number of students from 
underserved communities to travel to campus. Funded 
by an alumna, the grants cover the cost of transportation 
and meals. Once on campus, Hernandez was matched with 
Tashay Campbell ’18, who’s also from Florida.
The two hit it off. “Just being able to talk to her and 
have an honest experience and an interaction with a current 
student who’s also from Florida and had the same interests, 
was something that I just really connected with,” she says. 
“The moment I knew that this was somewhere I could see 
myself was at breakfast with Tashay and her friends.”
Hernandez, a Latin-American studies and economics 
major, also spent time with a member of the lacrosse team. 
“I started talking to her about what the team culture was 
like. And she sat down and talked with me for two hours. 
It was only later that I understood the magnitude of a 
Wellesley student sitting down and talking with a prospie 
for two hours, especially in season, during midterms.” She’s 
now a member of that team herself.
Ironically, it has been here in New England that 
Hernandez has connected with her Latin American heri-
tage. “I came in pretty set on econ,” she says. “With Latin 
American studies, honestly, I stumbled across it. I was born 
in San Juan, Puerto Rico, and I moved to the U.S. when I 
was 5. So I lost some of my speaking abilities. I decided to 
take Spanish here, and that was my ?rst step towards Latin 
American studies. If I could potentially go into a ?eld where 
I can bridge Latin American interests with my economic 
interests, that would be ideal.”
Hernandez says her studies, and a student trip to Cuba, 
showed her how much she cared about Latin America. “In a 
way, Wellesley has helped me connect with my past.”
MUMBAI TO MASSACHUSETTS  
Saanthia Vivekanand Bulchandani ’21 traveled even farther 
to reach Wellesley—and had never set foot on campus 
until the day she arrived as a ?rst-year. Her family lives in 
Mumbai, where her parents work in the fashion industry. 
Bulchandani had spent some time at the Chapin School 
in New York City during high school and enjoyed the single-
sex environment. “I could thrive and be myself without 
distractions,” she says. Later, she attended Mumbai’s coed 
Cathedral School, an English-speaking private school that 
offers the International Baccalaureate program.
“It had never crossed my mind that I would be at an all- 
women’s college, but I guess it was in my subconscious,” 
says Bulchandani, who heard about Wellesley from a fellow 
student at Cathedral. 
When Bulchandani told her parents that she wanted to 
be a writer and a historian, her father, who studied econom-
ics at Case Western Reserve in Cleveland, told her should 
consider attending college in the U.S. “He said the indepen-
dence and being away from home—it’s what made him.”
“A bunch of people in Mumbai applied to Wellesley [early 
decision], and when they got in, I connected with them. In 
Mumbai, everyone knows everyone,” she says. Students 
who had visited told her, “You are going to have the best 
surprise of your life when you get there,” she says.
   college choice I could have made.’—Emily Pearson ’20
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In her admission essay, Bulchandani wrote about her 
interest in classics. After she got in, she says, “a classics 
professor sent me an email—and I felt so welcomed, even 
without being on campus.”
The transition wasn’t easy, she admits. “Last semester, 
I thought this wasn’t the place for me,” she says. “Then I 
realized that I was feeling hesitant not because of Wellesley 
but because of leaving home. This semester, I am taking 
advantage of as many resources as I can. I am really enjoying 
college now.”
ROAD TRIP  
Ask Emma Bilbrey ’19 how she found Wellesley, and the 
answer is simple: She Googled it.
Bilbrey, who grew up in Nashville, Tenn., started her 
search process in her sophomore year, and cast a wide net. 
“We had no idea what we were doing,” she says, laughing. 
She and her mother set off on a college-visit odyssey, driving 
for 2½ days to Brattleboro, Vt., to start a swing southward. 
With her dad, she toured Midwestern schools; an aunt 
showed her colleges in Ohio. She looked at schools with 
49,000 students (University of Indiana, Bloomington), and 
with 300 (Marlboro College in Vermont). She visited 
Wellesley early in the New England tour.
 “I think I visited 25 schools,” says Bilbrey. “I just needed 
to get a feel for what it means to be at a women’s college. 
What’s the difference between liberal arts and non-liberal 
arts? What’s the difference between a really big school and 
a really small school? Do regions make a big difference? 
And I felt like I couldn’t really understand that unless I was 
visiting them.”
“My mom and I had talked to death all the criteria for 
colleges,” says Bilbrey. “We made sure to look around and 
see if the students are happy or not. By the end of our trip, 
we said we could create college tour bingo for all the points 
they make and all the clichés that get used.”
Bilbrey ended up on campus during the fall Discover 
Wellesley weekend. Mother and daughter attended a panel 
Mariana Hernandez
’19
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of students talking about their Wellesley experiences. “My 
mom and I had our notebooks out, because we took really 
extensive notes. I was just kind of doodling on my paper, 
and my mom nudged me really hard. And I’m like, ‘What?’ 
And she says, ‘Pay attention. I like this one!’ I said, ‘I really 
do, too. I’m sold.’”
Wellesley alums also played a part. “I was intellectually 
weighing the alumnae network, because I knew it was really 
strong,” says Bilbrey. “The alumnae association in Nashville 
had gotten in contact with me. I thought, OK, the alumnae 
network is serious, and that is a major advantage. I can’t 
justify spending this much money for something that’s only 
going to be for four years. And that was really what put me 
over the edge for applying early decision.”
 These days, Bilbrey’s a creative-writing major, and—
in the interest of full disclosure—works as a student 
assistant at Wellesley magazine, where she has plenty of 
contact with alums.
SOMETIMES YOU JUST KNOW 
Olivia Postel ’21 is a legacy student—her grandmother is 
Sara Lacey Chylack ’62. Her mother, Lacey Chylack, gradu-
ated in 1988, and her sister, Emma Postel, is a senior. But 
family connections didn’t seal the deal for her.
“The ? rst time I ever came to Wellesley I was in eighth 
grade, and my sister was touring,” says Postel. “It was just 
a quick trip. I was thinking, ‘This is just another college in 
a line of, like, eight colleges in ? ve days.’ I should have had 
a better attitude!”
Her family didn’t pressure her to consider Wellesley. “I 
was just so glad that they introduced me to it, but didn’t 
push me toward it, because I think that would have pushed 
me away from it,” she says.
Postel never took an of? cial admissions tour; instead, she 
just stayed with her sister. “My sister said, ‘I have class. I 
have soccer practice, so you are just on your own. You can 
watch practice or you can go to the library with me, but you 
have some freedom.’”
Postel sat in the stands to watch practice, and then 
walked alone past the bell tower in the evening light. “I could 
see myself saying, ‘Oh, I’m going to go do homework in this 
library. Oh, I’m going to walk across campus to see my 
sister.’ I just knew that this was where I wanted to be. You 
can’t really explain it. You just think, ‘This is right.’”
Catherine O’Neill Grace, a senior associate editor for this 
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’LL NEVER FORGET the 6-year-old boy in the superhero shirt. He was 
running around the hospital waiting room holding up a cell phone like a 
trophy, and he stopped a few feet away from where I was sitting. I smiled 
at him. He looked at me and then looked down and started tapping the phone.
That’s when the shots rang out: Bang-bang-bang.
Everyone in the waiting room at Sunrise Hospital in Las Vegas froze. It was 
2 P.M. on Monday, Oct. 2, 2017, mere hours after the deadliest mass shooting in 
modern U.S. history at a country music festival on the Las Vegas Strip, not far 
from the hospital.
Bang-bang-bang. The shots kept coming—from a video game on the little 
boy’s phone.
“Damn,” said one of the teenagers sitting in the blue-cushioned chair next to 
me. “I can’t take that right now.” He walked out of the waiting room. He was 
part of a big group of teenagers surrounding Lexi Pettis, a blonde from Las Vegas 
who had been shot in the arm at the concert Sunday night. A gauze patch still 
covered the spot where the bullet grazed her. She was treated and released 
around lunchtime on Monday, but her boyfriend remained in intensive care with 
a gunshot wound to the gut. Pettis and a cadre of school friends refused to leave 
the hospital until they could see him.
The boyfriend’s dad would occasionally come by to give updates. The dad was 
upbeat around the teens, but he broke down crying when he and I spoke in the 
ER driveway outside. I gave him an awkward hug.
 Witness to  
the Survivors
 By Heather Long ’04
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One of Pettis’s friends tried to make a joke to lighten the mood, but 
he stopped midsentence. The 6-year-old boy ?nally ran back to his 
mom, and she shut off the game. The entire Sunrise Hospital waiting 
room, tense with exhaustion, confusion, and horror, exhaled.
Shortly after that little boy jolted the room with his video game, I 
took a photo of Jonathan Smith, a 30-year-old dad who was shot mul-
tiple times at the concert, most visibly in the area between his neck and 
shoulder blade, while trying to help others ?ee to safety. I posted the 
photo of Smith on Twitter, and it immediately went viral. Really, really 
viral. It’s been retweeted over 143,000 times, including by celebrities 
like Chelsea Clinton, and liked 368,000 times.
By the time Monday ended, producers from all the major TV shows, 
including Anderson Cooper 360° and the Ellen DeGeneres Show, were 
emailing me asking for Smith’s contact information.
News outlets all over the world posted my tweet and wrote about 
Smith. I heard from friends as far away as Argentina and England who 
had seen the stories I was doing from Las Vegas, especially of Smith.
Many Wellesley classmates, professors, and friends have reached 
out since the shooting to ask how I am doing and how I came to be 
there in the ?rst place.
I arrived in the fateful waiting room by chance. I’m a Washington Post reporter who covers the economy. I normally spend my days poring over Excel spreadsheets and talking to people about jobs, taxes, and robots. I had ?own to Las Vegas on Sunday afternoon (after a 
weekend celebrating a Wellesley classmate’s wedding) to do an uplifting 
story about a prison work-release program that was transforming lives. 
I was supposed to be at the prison at 6 A.M. on Monday. I booked a hotel 
room on the Strip, anticipating an enjoyable Sunday night.
I was staying in the New York, New York, two buildings down 
from the Mandalay Bay, where the shooter was. At check-in, I asked 
the woman behind the desk for a quiet room. I was in bed by 9 P.M. 
watching a PBS Masterpiece show. When Stephen Paddock started 
his deadly rampage at the country music concert shortly after 10 P.M., 
I thought, as many did initially, that it was ?reworks. I remember 
thinking angrily at the time, “The check-in woman sure didn’t give 
me a quiet room.”
That’s how I ended up being one of the ?rst journalists on the 
scene. I wasn’t actually able to get out on the Strip until after 2 A.M. It 
was chaos initially. Most people on the streets around the Mandalay 
Bay were eventually barricaded into the casinos. There were rumors 
of bombs and other shooters. Between 2 A.M. and 3 A.M., the hotels 
by the concert venue—the MGM Grand and Tropicana—began to let 
people go so they could walk back to their cars or hotel rooms. That’s 
when I went out on the Strip.
Nothing prepares you to interview people in a situation like this. 
I’ve been a journalist for a decade and spoken with thousands of 
people, but this isn’t what anyone teaches you in Journalism 101.
“Be human ?rst” became my mantra in those early hours. There 
were people who looked so bad that I didn’t approach them. It was cold 
for Las Vegas. Most of the women came out of the MGM Grand clutch-
ing hotel towels or blankets. It was easy to spot who had been at the 
concert by their dress. Cowboy boots and American ?ag shirts were 






















A lone boot near the grounds of the country music festival in Las Vegas, Oct. 5, 2017
A
fter a few hours in tranquil Mesquite, I drove back to Las 
Vegas and decided to head to Sunrise Hospital, one of the two 
main hospitals closest to the shooting that received the vast 
majority of the victims.
Several TVs were on in that waiting room. Less than 24 hours after 
the shooting, the TV talking heads were already politicizing it. Who 
tweeted what? Would President Trump or any Republican leaders 
support gun control limits? I was listening to these debates while sitting 
in a room with people waiting to hear if their son, wife, or boyfriend 
would live.
More than 500 people were wounded in the Las Vegas shooting 
spree. What many in the press missed was this: Most people who 
lived—or who at the time were ?ghting for their lives—did so because 
a stranger helped them.
A day after my viral tweet, I got an email from a San Diego police 
of?cer named Tom McGrath. He was at the concert, off duty, and saw 
Jonathan Smith get shot. He 
had held a shirt to the wound 
to try to stop the bleeding. He 
?agged down a red pickup truck 
to carry Smith to the hospital.
McGrath admitted to me on 
the phone that he didn’t think 
Smith would live. He didn’t even 
know Smith had made it until he 
saw the photo I took.
I wish I had an answer on 
how to stop this kind of madness. 
I wish I would never have to 
cover a mass shooting again. 
In hindsight, as I replayed that initial 24 hours in my head, I realized 
that this was not the ?rst mass tragedy I have covered.
During my very ?rst week as an intern for the Guardian in London 
in 2005, the July 7 London subway and bus bombing occurred. What 
most people forget is that another terrorist attempted to repeat 
the bombing two weeks later, but the bomb malfunctioned. One of my 
housemates at the time was sitting next to the bomber whose device 
malfunctioned. She was from Japan and had come to London to learn 
English that summer. I interviewed her that night, even before the 
police had found her. Her hair still smelled from being singed.
There’s a bond that happens in these terrible moments, a small 
reminder that humanity still exists. Jonathan Smith and I have kept 
in touch. We text each other occasionally. His brother even asked me 
out. (I declined.)
In our latest exchange, Smith told me he’s thinking of becoming 
a police of?cer. I admitted to him that I’ve had thoughts of taking an 
EMT basic course or at least doing emergency preparedness training, 
a short course now offered in Washington, D.C., and many cities.
As he and I share these thoughts, what goes unspoken is obvious: 
We both expect more of these tragedies in our lifetimes. And for me, 
writing about them doesn’t feel as though I’m doing enough.
Heather Long ’04 is an economics correspondent for the Washington 
Post. She got her start in Professor David Lindauer’s Economic 
Journalism seminar her senior year.
looks of innocent people in the United States who had basically just 
experienced a war zone. Terror was on their faces.
I began to approach people. Several had small wounds: a skinned 
knee or twisted ankle from ?eeing the scene.
I kept my intro speech short and tried to ask simply, “I’m a reporter 
for the Washington Post. Can you tell me what happened?” People had 
two reactions: They either clammed up, too pained to speak, or they 
went into a trancelike state where they rapidly began relaying their 
memories of the night. I can only hope it was somewhat therapeutic 
to begin to process it.
There was a woman’s sandal near where I was standing, a tan 
summer sandal. I quickly realized that almost everyone who came out 
of the MGM Grand would look at it and react, unable to look away for 
a while. It was a symbol of the chaos, a remnant of ?eeing quickly. I 
went and stood by it, sort of attempting to block it from sight, a small 
act of humanity at a time I felt as though I probably wasn’t helping.
I
’m not sure how long I was 
out there. I began emailing 
quotes and stories back to 
editors at the Washington 
Post, who were waking up to 
the tragedy and realizing I was 
on the ground. Around 5 A.M., a 
top editor called me and told me 
to drive to the shooter’s home 
in Mesquite, about 90 minutes 
north of Las Vegas.
Showing up in Mesquite 
was one of the most bizarre 
experiences of my life. It was a pristine retirement community. I felt 
as though I had just come from a horror movie set and stepped onto 
a Hallmark Channel Christmas ?lm stage. I was talking to a police 
of?cer near Paddock’s home when a woman drove up in a golf cart and 
asked the of?cer to move so she could get to her yoga class. No one 
knew Paddock, and most of the retirees in the neighborhood seemed 
unbothered by what had just happened.
I didn’t dig up much on Paddock that morning. Months later, 
America is still looking for answers. There’s no clear motive. Perhaps 
the only valuable thing I did in Mesquite was find the local gun 
store. I had a hunch Paddock had a connection there, so I waited 
for it to open at 10 A.M., along with several locals. The shop didn’t 
open that morning and locals left in frustration, but I managed to 
track down the owner of the store. She was adamant: “We don’t sell 
those kinds of guns,” a reference to the military-style ri?es Paddock 
had in his hotel room that he used to kill 58 people in a matter 
of minutes.
I grew up in central Pennsylvania. In high school, we got the ?rst 
day of deer-hunting season off because it was so popular where I lived. 
I guess you could say I was raised in the gun culture. Yet it felt telling, 
listening to that gun store owner tell me several times over the phone, 
“We don’t sell those kinds of guns here.”
Several TVs were on in that waiting room. 
Less than 24 hours after the shooting, the TV 
talking heads were already politicizing 
it. I was listening to these debates while 
sitting in a room with people waiting to hear 
if their son, wife, or boyfriend would live. 
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Farewell From the WCAA President
important for the WCAA to assess how well we 
support our mission, which is alumnae engage-
ment. We therefore researched best practices in 
higher education for calculating alum engage-
ment and adopted the most widely accepted 
methodology to calculate Wellesley’s alumnae 
engagement score.
There are three aspects of engagement that 
are considered reasonably measurable: Do 
alumnae attend? Do they volunteer? Do they 
give? Because our alumnae engage in so many 
ways—for example, interviewing prospective 
Dear Wellesley College Alumnae:
At the beginning of my presidency, the WCAA 
board and staff created a strategic framework 
with the following overarching goals:
• Increase alumnae engagement and 
participation;
• Develop and fortify campus partnerships  
to support the institutional priorities  
of the College;
• Demonstrate and promote the value  
of the WCAA internally and externally;
• Continually improve and strengthen  
the organizational structure and resources  
of the WCAA.
For the past three years, we have been working 
hard to reach these goals, and I thought it would 
be valuable to highlight two current initiatives: 
the WCAA’s effort to stimulate engagement 
among un- or under-engaged alumnae through 
the formation of the IDEA (Inclusion and 
Diversity Engaging Alumnae) Working Group, 
and initial efforts to measure our effectiveness 
through the use of metrics. I wrote about the 
IDEA Working Group in my last letter, and its 
work is well underway, identifying new avenues 
to both communicate with alumnae and encour-
age their engagement with each other and the 
College, thus supporting our ?rst two goals. (For 
more, see page 41.)
I have not yet written about another of our 
initiatives, trying to measure our effectiveness, 
which is part of our effort to meet our second two 
strategic goals. As with other organizations, it is 
WCAA
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students, attending club events, giving to the 
College—it is nearly impossible to capture 
everything on an annual basis. So we have ini-
tially focused on collecting reliable data for the 
most important connections alumnae make in a 
given year.
Wellesley’s initial alumnae engagement 
score, based on “attend, volunteer, give” 
metrics, is 52 percent, a very competitive score. 
The scores for our peer colleges, like Williams, 
Amherst, and Smith, range from low 40s to high 
60s. And, we know our score will improve. This 
was our ?rst pass, and we weren’t able to capture 
all our data, such as mentoring through the Hive 
or engaging through social media. As we re?ne 
our process, we will share our engagement score 
with you through a succinct annual report in the 
magazine so that you may better understand the 
impact of alumnae engagement.
This is my last letter to you as president of 
the WCAA Board. It goes without saying that 
it has been an honor and a joy to be so closely 
involved with the world’s strongest network of 
women, and it is with enormous optimism for 
what our community can continue to do for each 
other and for all women that I pass the baton 
to my successor, Martha Goldberg Aronson ’89.














Erin Flannery Keith ’05 was one of three recipients of the WCAA’s Sed Ministrare Volunteer Award last fall. The citation summary printed in the 
magazine contained several errors: She became president in 2014, not 2012, and chaired the high-visibility Madeleine Korbel Albright ’59 event in May 
2016, not 2015. She was (and is), however, a linchpin of the Washington Wellesley Club, just as we reported.
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OVER THE LAST FEW YEARS, Maneesha Patil ’78 has led the 
charge for the WCAA to build a more diverse and inclu-
sive board. As chair of the Nominating Committee for the 
Alumnae Association’s board, she heads up research and 
recruiting of alumnae who can represent Wellesley gradu-
ates in all their diversity—seeking alumnae for the board 
from different class years, geographic locations, races and 
ethnicities, sexual orientations, or professional backgrounds. 
The members of the board provide governance oversight 
and strategic direction to the WCAA and its staff, as well as 
ensuring the long-term ?nancial and operational health of 
the Association.
Patil sat down with the magazine to discuss her work.
The 2017–18 Alumnae Association Board of Directors. Front row (top to bottom), Sarah Jean Kelly ’05, Martha Goldberg Aronson ’89 (president-elect), Karen McSweeney Whitley ’90, 
Missy Siner Shea ’89 (WCAA executive director), Linda DuPlan Rieke ’59, Maya Melczer Greenﬁeld ’04 (chair of Alumnae Admissions Representatives), Desiree Urquhart CE/DS ’99; 
middle row, Helen Hsu ’93, Charlayne Murrell-Smith ’73, Pier Rogers ’75, Martha McGowan Marlowe ’68; back row, Alice Hummer (editor, Wellesley magazine), Eileen Conroy ’75 
(treasurer/secretary), Shivani Kuckreja ’16, Maneesha Patil ’78, Leslie de Leon ’07, Georgia Murphy Johnson ’75 (president), Luisa Bonillas ’94. Present in spirit: Lindsey Boylan ’06 
 (chair of The Wellesley Fund), Elizabeth Lee ’97, and Ida Liu ’98.
Getting 
On Board
Continued on page 77
How do you start with your recruiting?
We look ahead two to three years to see where we will have 
gaps in representation and skills as board members complete 
their terms. Then we actively seek quali?ed alumnae candi-
dates who will ?ll those gaps.
What qualiﬁcations are you seeking?
We look for a demonstrated interest in engaging with other 
alumnae and a passion for advancing the priorities of the 
College and the WCAA. In short, someone who will be a good 
ambassador for the Association.
Other traits are similar to what you would look for in 
hiring a good employee: the ability to listen and ask good 
WCAA
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chair of Alumnae Admissions 
Representatives
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Missy Siner Shea ’89
Director of Alumnae 
Engagement Logistics
Janet Monahan McKeeney ’88
Director of Alumnae 
Engagement Programs
Lesley Rhodes Robertson ’88
Financial Administrator
Audrey Wood
GRACE TOH ’83, of Leesburg, Va., 
has been nominated to serve a 
six-year term as alumnae trustee, 
from 2018 to 2024, succeeding 
Kristine Holland de Juniac ’72.
Toh is CEO and co-founder 
of Abbington Investment Group 
in Washington, D.C., a boutique 
independent wealth management 
and investment management ?rm. She holds an M.B.A. in 
?nance from Rice University and has spent her career in 
the ?nancial-services industry. She has been a senior vice 
president at HSBC Private Bank and the Private Bank at 
Bank of America (now US Trust).
With an active life outside her career, Toh has served 
as co-chair of Wellesley’s Business Leadership Council, 
board member and chair of nominating for the Wellesley 
College Alumnae Association board, treasurer and board 
member for International Bridges to Justice in Geneva, 
Switzerland, and treasurer and member of the Smithsonian 
Institution Women’s Committee. At Wellesley, she majored 
in economics and Chinese studies. She also studied man-
agement information systems and accounting at MIT’s 
Sloan School of Management.
ALUMNAE TRUSTEE NOMINATING COMMITTEE
Karen Williamson ’69, chair; Karen Gentleman ’77; 
Maneesha Patil ’78; Sandra Polk Guthman ’65;  
Georgia Murphy Johnson ’75, ???????????and Missy Siner 
Shea ’89, ?????????
Candidate for Alumnae 
Trustee, 2018–2024
Continued on page 77
To be elected at the annual meeting 
of the Wellesley College Alumnae 
Association which will convene at 
11 A.M. on Saturday, June 9, in Diana 








Linda DuPlan Rieke ’59
TERM RENEWAL, DIRECTORS, 2018–20
Lindsey Boylan ’06
Sarah Jean Kelly ’05
Linda DuPlan Rieke ’59
???????????????????????
2017–18 NOMINATING COMMITTEE
Maneesha Patil ’78, chair
Martha Goldberg Aronson ’89
Luisa Bonillas ’94
Lindsey Boylan ’06
Maya Melczer Green?eld ’04
Sarah Jean Kelly ’05
Shivani Kuckreja ’16
Linda DuPlan Rieke ’59
Pier Rogers ’75
Desiree Urquhart CE/DS ’99
Candidates for Office in the Alumnae Association
At the annual meeting,  
alumnae will also vote on the 
candidate for alumnae trustee 
and on a change to the bylaws. 
The change to the bylaws 
updates a committee name from 
External Relations Committee  
to Strategic Communications 
Committee to better re?ect  
the purpose and work of  
that committee. Please visit  
goo.gl/EegCo9 to see the current 
language and proposed wording 
of the amendments.
THE MISSION of the Wellesley College Alumnae Association 
is to connect alumnae to one another and the College, while 
supporting Wellesley’s institutional priorities. Inclusion 
and diversity are an important focus of the WCAA, which 
aligns closely with President Paula Johnson’s commitment 
to inclusive excellence. 
With that context in mind, the WCAA has created the 
Inclusion and Diversity Engaging Alums (IDEA) Working 
Group. This initiative is meant to be as inclusive as pos-
sible, to explore identity and intersectionality across the 
full alumnae body. 
IDEA will be composed of approximately 12 alumnae 
and student volunteers, plus a few staff members. It is 
charged with examining ways the WCAA can leverage com-
munications and programming to drive connectivity and 
belonging among alums across all communities. Lauren 
Young ’99 and Ellis Magidson Grif?th ’94 will lead IDEA, 
in conjunction with Missy Siner Shea ’89, WCAA execu-
tive director, and Mared Alicea-Westort, assistant dean of 
intercultural education and advisor to students of Latina 
descent, both on campus. 
The group will explore a variety of related issues 
including but not limited to: identity and intersectional-
ity; existing on-campus programming as well as potential 
virtual engagement opportunities; alumnae-student con-
nections; and communication methodologies. Within nine 
to 15 months, the group will make detailed recommenda-
tions to the WCAA that will further the goal of stimulat-




Carolyn Meskell Grayson ’77 died on March 25, 2017.
As sunny as Southern California, from which 
she hailed, Carolyn belonged to a close-knit group 
of friends who resided during sophomore year 
in Cazenove Hall’s “Closet.” After Wellesley, she 
obtained an M.B.A. from UCLA, which she used in 
a professional career that included being a literary 
agent and the owner of Criteria Consulting, a high-
tech consulting ?rm.
Carolyn was funny and fun to be with. She was 
a good friend and we miss her. We are grateful to 
her husband, Ashley Grayson, for the loving care he 
provided to her during her illness.
Devon Myneder Thein ’77
Karen Bell ’78 died on Oct. 20, 2017, following a long, 
courageous battle with chronic kidney disease.
Karen earned her M.A. in labor and indus-
trial relations from Michigan State University, 
and embarked upon her career—from vice presi-
dent, JP Morgan; to director, human resources, 
Children’s Television Workshop; to vice president, 
talent management, Pitney Bowes. Karen trav-
eled the world before making her home in Toronto 
with her partner, Rosamund—gaining a daughter, a 
son, and, ultimately, six grandchildren, all of whom 
cherished her. We lovingly remember those skinny 
legs and that spectacular pair of red polka-dot 
shorts—worn without regard to weather or occa-
sion. We will miss her kind, charismatic, playful, and 
opinionated self—and hold the gift of her friendship 
in our hearts forever.
Joan Ashley ’78, Sharon Scott ’78,  
Sheron Thompson ’78, Brenda Darrell ’78,  
Cheryl Nelson ’78, Lisa Phillips ’78,  
Leslie Wolf-Creutzfeldt ’78, and Patty Brown ’78
Doris Drescher Cook died on Feb. 14.
Doris spent 46 of her 93 years as a cherished 
member of the Wellesley community, serving 
for many years as secretary of the College and 
clerk of the Board of Trustees. Beyond Wellesley, 
she was active with the Girl Scouts, the Simmons 
College Alumnae Association, the Needham 
Historical Society, and the Congregational Church 
of Needham, where she was a member for over 80 
years. Doris arrived on the Wellesley campus as a 
graduate of Simmons College, and she began her 
career as the administrator in the of?ce of Student 
Life. She will be forever remembered for her wel-
coming presence, can-do attitude, and warm greet-
ing for all.
Marianne Brons Cooley ’81
Letters to the Editor  
Continued from page 3
part of Wellesley’s building history, could avoid 
such a blunder.
Peter Fergusson
Feldberg Professor of Art, emeritus
Wellesley, Mass.
A response from Dean Ann Velenchik:
None of the decisions that have been made about 
the renovation and construction plans for the 
Science Center have been made lightly, and at all 
points in the process we have been weighing our 
responsibility for stewardship of architectural 
history with our equally important responsibility 
to provide appropriate, safe, and modern space 
for teaching and research in science.
To that end, we commissioned a Conservation 
Management Plan (CMP), which, as Peter 
Fergusson points out, included both the Focus 
and the exterior glazing and colors of the build-
ing as “Category 1” features. The Sage stair, 
part of the Sage wall, is one of many elements of 
the Focus. What Peter does not mention is that 
the authors of the CMP, during a series of meet-
ings with the core project team, the Facilities 
Advisory Committee, and the College presi-
dent, repeatedly stated their support for the 
removal of the Sage stair as part of the project 
architects’ plans to create cohesion between the 
existing building and the new construction. Not 
only did the architects not ignore the advice 
of the conservation experts, the two groups 
worked closely together to advise the College. 
Removing the stair does indeed represent a 
compromise: Everyone involved sees the aes-
thetic and sentimental value of the stair, but we 
also see that to retain it would be to sacri?ce 
other important functional and aesthetic values 
in the science complex.
The plan for the new building provides an 
elegant solution to many of the problems that 
make Sage unsuitable for work in science. 
Removing the stair allows the connection 
between the Focus and the new space to be 
visible and functional and reinforces the idea of 
a uni?ed science center that the 1977 Perry Dean 
Rogers building established.
Ann Velenchik
Dean of Academic Affairs
Executive Sponsor, Science Center Project
On Being Open
The winter ’18 magazine is a marvelous issue. 
What a pleasure to see the myriad ways in which 
the College has blossomed over the last century!
I live in northern New Mexico. Several 
decades ago, I received an unexpected telephone 
call from a retired Wellesley faculty member 
who was one of my favorite teachers. She said 
she was in Taos and asked if I would take her to 
see the Taos pueblo. I drove the 40 miles to town 
and picked her up. She was a small person, only 
a few inches over 4 feet tall.
Her tiny, birdlike hand in mine, together 
we walked slowly across the dusty ancient cer-
emonial space between the two sections of the 
pueblo. Occasionally, a Pueblo Indian would 
speak to us—a person from a culture that had 
been there, as a community, more than 1,000 
years, yet was somehow marginalized. As we 
walked, this faculty member told me her “close 
friend, so-and-so,” had died recently and she was 
taking this trip alone. She said to me: “You knew 
about her, didn’t you?” Actually, I didn’t.
It wasn’t until many years after I left 
Wellesley that I realized that quite a few of our 
much-admired professors were in long-term 
same-sex relationships. These were hidden. No 
teacher dared mention them and few students 
were aware. Nowadays, Wellesley publishes 
wedding photos of alumnae who have married 
female partners. These photos are great! How 
exhilarating for these young people to be so 
open.
It must be wonderful to study and live at 
a college where students and faculty can be 
so free, where they can be themselves. Thank 
you for your portrayal of this vital aspect of the 
Wellesley experience.
Margaret W. Lamb ’57
Questa, N.M.
Where’s the Conservative Perspective?
Schools dominated by liberal professors are pro-
moting indoctrination rather than education. No 
wonder parents are ?nding college experience 
less and less attractive for their children. And 
why alumnae are loath to give ?nancial support 
to these institutions.
I am truly distressed that the winter ’18 
Wellesley magazine gave special prominence to 
the article “Raising a Feminist Boy.” The leftist 
concept of centuries of oppression of women 
CONTINUED
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creates a victim class and has bad consequences 
for the development of young boys—making 
them feel as though they have toxic impulses and 
are part of an oppressive patriarchy.
Where are you printing articles with a con-
servative perspective? If Wellesley is featuring 
two women raising a young boy to be a feminist 
boy, let’s hear from another viewpoint where 
a traditional married couple—a father and a 
mother—seek to help their son develop his 
potential. Most parents seek to raise con?dent 
and constructive young men through encour-
agement and support, not by indoctrination in 
today’s politically correct ideology.
Jane Levine Lewit ’62
Longboat Key, Fla.
Boys to Men
I was immediately drawn to “How to Raise a 
Feminist Boy” (winter ’18). As the mother of 
two sons, I can fondly remember diggers, cars, 
Legos, tigers, dinosaurs, and all that other good 
stuff that little boys are made of. For years, I was 
much less happy with the ?ghting, homemade 
guns, bows and arrows, and war play that my 
sons gravitated toward.
Based on my experience, there is something 
inherently male, or female, hard-wired within 
us. Not only that, but all things have a season. 
Now my sons are almost 15 and 12. Maybe we 
should consider another article entitled “How to 
Raise a Good Man.” This is one of my foremost 
thoughts as a mother. My sons are now of an age 
where they are dating, video gaming, and spend-
ing more time with their friends, teachers, and 
coaches than with their parents. It is worrisome 
to consider outside in?uences (vulgar language, 
questionable or even illegal media, the dearth of 
prominent male role models, the prevalence of 
addictions, the lack of viable jobs, gender stereo-
types, etc.) on my sons’ development.
I believe in parenting by example. I believe 
in the importance of inspiring and enduring 
women and men in my sons’ lives. I believe in 
an emphasis on academics, sports, and arts. I 
follow movements like the Good Men Project 
and He for She/We for She. I talk openly with 
my sons about my expectations for their behav-
ior, their future, their responsibility toward 
themselves and others, leadership, hard work, 
honor, integrity, hormones, well-being, spiritu-
ality, and emotional and physical intimacy. But 
is it enough? I will not know for many years. I 
do know that I will not give up pushing my sons 
towards becoming gentlemen of exception, men 




I was sad to read that Jordan Namerow ’05 
(“How to Raise a Feminist Boy,” winter ’18) is 
uncomfortable whenever someone asks whether 
her son is a girl or a boy. If she’s uncomfortable 
identifying him as a boy, how will he ever be com-
fortable identifying himself as a boy? Gender 
may be a construct in social science, but it also is 
a genetic fact, and it makes sense for her son to 
start life with the gender that matches his DNA. 
Instead of bringing anxiety to the issue of his 
gender identity at this young age, why not put 
con?dence behind her decision to raise him to be 
gentle and accepting of all genders, races, and 
religions? Who better than a Wellesley woman to 
do that? Haven’t tens of thousands of Wellesley 
women raised their sons that way?
Along with female and transgender role 
models, she could consider giving him male 
role models who display the qualities that she is 
trying to instill. Even if her son begins to explore 
what it’s like to be a girl, she would be wise to be 
restrained in embracing that as a lasting iden-
tity change. One of my daughters, on hearing 
recently that a 4-year-old’s parents went to 
court to change her identity to male, was really 
dismayed. When she was 4, she talked about 
wanting to be a boy, and often played male roles 
in games with her sisters and friends. But now 
she is a con?dent young woman, and thankful 
that no one acted on her interest in being a boy 
back then to “transition” her into an identity she 
would not want today.
Linda Goetz Tseitlin ’85
Peabody, Mass. 
Remembering Beverly Layman
Beverly Layman was a great teacher (“In 
Memoriam,” winter ’18). I will never forget him 
striding into the classroom one autumn morning 
in, maybe, 1957, brandishing a copy of Portrait 
of a Lady, our assigned reading. “I do believe,” 
he said, with his slightly modulated Southern 
accent, a tremolo of emotion in his voice, “that 
this is the finest novel ever written in the 
English language.” And, pace Dickens, Eliot, 
Hemingway, Faulkner, I’m sure those of us who 
were there that morning continue to believe the 
truth of his statement.
Nancy Harmon Jenkins ’59
Camden, Maine
Inspired Stories
I received my print copy of the winter ’18 maga-
zine and decided to start from the last page, 
so I just read the Endnote today (“Waters 
Rising”). What struck me is the parallel experi-
ence the writer has had to so many refugees and 
immigrants whose lives are upended—often with 
little or no advance warning. Given your meticu-
lous planning and editorial oversight, I doubt that 
was an accidental coincidence. It is inspired.
Rachel Wang ’88 
Amherst, Mass.
Shelf Life  
Continued from page 16
A Shape Searching for Meaning
verb, democratically offering the icon to every-
one. Emphasizing that “when words fail us, we 
fall back on signs,” she unfolds how the heart has 
increasingly come to speak without words for us 
in times both full of joy and marked by grief.
—Lisa Hinrichsen ’99 
Hinrichsen, associate professor of English at the 
University of Arkansas, is president of the Society 
for the Study of Southern Literature. She is a co-
editor of Small-Screen Souths: Region, Identity, and 
the Cultural Politics of Television (LSU Press).
A Different ‘Elevator Pitch’
Race, of course, plays a part, given that Alexa 
is black and Drew is white. There’s a hilariously 
spot-on scene in which she asks him if she will 
be the only black person at the wedding and he, 
albeit guiltily, admits that it hadn’t occurred to 
him to check. Guillory manages this moment and 
so many others with a deft hand, touching on the 
issues the two will continue to face, should they 
become a couple, with a dash of humor.
There is so much to love: the realistic depic-
tion of their professional lives and how being 
with someone can mean making room (and 
time) for work; the body positivity throughout 
the entire novel; the full, actualized supporting 
cast, from Alexa’s “work husband,” a great rep-
resentation of a platonic relationship between 
a man and a woman, her incredibly supportive 
best friend, and her sister, with whom she has a 
loving yet complicated relationship—as well as 
Drew’s friends and colleagues. I loved reading 
about how a woman who’s passionate about her 
job and ambitious—Alexa dreams of starting an 
arts program for at-risk youth—pursues love.
Guillory, a successful lawyer turned novelist, 
managed to keep me guessing about Alexa and 
Drew’s budding (and very hot!) romance until 
the very end, and showed that choosing love is 
never easy. With the heart and humor of our very 
own Nora Ephron ’62, The Wedding Date is a 
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must-read for all us alums who dream of ?nding 
love while pursuing our careers and ambitions.
—Patrice Caldwell ’15
Caldwell is an associate editor at Disney-Hyperion 
and the founder of People of Color in Publishing. 
Follow her on Twitter @whimsicallyours.
WCAA
Getting On Board   
Continued from page 40
questions, excellent oral and written commu-
nication skills, experience within a particular 
industry. There is a lot of committee work, so 
candidates must be able to lead as well as be good 
team members on other committees. Following 
through on assigned work is also very important.
Is there a typical path onto the board?
As you might expect, the names that come to 
our attention are alums usually involved in their 
class or club, special interest group, the Business 
Leadership Council, friends groups (like Friends 
of Wellesley Athletics and others), or who are 
recipients of the Alumnae Achievement and Sed 
Ministrare awards. But you don’t need to be in 
multiple organizations.
We are also interested in alums serving their 
fellow alums or students in nontypical ways, 
such as writing for Wellesley magazine, mentor-
ing, speaking to students on campus, providing 
internships, or as authors speaking to alumnae 
book clubs.
We welcome recommendations from any 
alumnae. It is important to note that this can 
be a very lengthy and con?dential process. We 
often have a surplus of excellent candidates iden-
ti?ed, so we may need to wait for the right set 
of criteria to open up (for example, a particular 
class decade, region, or skill set that is needed) 
to nominate them.
Candidate for Alumnae Trustee 2018–2024 
Continued from page 41
The WCAA bylaws charge this nominat-
ing committee with presenting the name of 
an alumnae trustee candidate to the Alumnae 
Association Board of Trustees and to the Wellesley 
College Board of Trustees for approval. Once 
approved, the name is sent to the Association’s 
membership for a vote at the WCAA’s next 
annual meeting.
Nominations for alumnae trustee may also 
come from the WCAA membership. The name 
of the candidate must be submitted by petition to 
the Association’s secretary/treasurer more than 
60 days before the annual meeting. The petition 
must be signed by at least one percent of the 
WCAA’s active membership, and signers must 
represent at least three different geographic 
Wellesley clubs registered with the WCAA. 
The nominee’s name must be approved by 
the WCAA Board of Directors and the Wellesley 
College Board of Trustees before it may be pre-
sented to the membership for a vote.
Take advantage of all  
Nehoiden has to offer, including:
? Membership
? Corporate Outings
? Women, Golf, and Business Workshops
? Instructional Events
? Milestone Celebrations
For more information visit  
www.nehoidengolf.com
To book an event contact  
Leslie Andrews ’82, Director of Golf,
at Leslie.Andrews@wellesley.edu
NEHOIDEN GOLF CLUB  
at Wellesley College
Recently named one of  
the top 25 nine-hole 
courses in the U.S. 
MORE PHOTOS ONLINE!
In an effort to publish more photos in a more timely 
manner, we are now selecting 30 images to run in print 
and will publish the rest online only. Please visit the 
class notes section of our website (magazine.wellesley.
edu) to see dozens more photos, and send your pics to 
magazinephotos@wellesley.edu to be considered for a 
future issue.
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Together,  




To ensure our students reach their full potential, 
the College is expanding our commitment to 
health and wellness, with a focus on helping 
students cultivate resilience, resolve, and emo-
tional balance. We are increasing resources, 
adding staff, and improving our facilities.
Our new student-care coordinator is already 
enhancing how we provide care. As an in-house 
case manager, the support she provides allows 
our dedicated counselors to devote more of their 
time to working directly with students. That’s 
just part of our plan to help every student thrive. 
Give to Wellesley’s campaign and support student 
health and well-being at campaign.wellesley.edu/
studentwellbeing.
Wellesley’s new student-care coordinator, Sandra Acevedo (pictured at 
right), meets a student in the newly renovated Stone Counseling Center.
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Ancient Mom
I was 46 when I had my one and only child, and people lost no time pinning 
qualifying adjectives upon my incipient momhood—ancient, old, vener-
able, mature—seven months before her birth.
It grated because I felt the opposite: young, vigorous, ripe, youthful—
words that better described a woman pregnant for the ? rst time, and not, 
as I’d initially thought, one entering menopause.
I had no trouble rejecting my ? rst obstetrician’s “ancient” label—my 
mother had her last child at 40, and my husband’s mother had hers at 44. In 
my mind, the numbers simply meant that our family produced babies later 
than most, and that life—mine, at least—rarely went according to plan.
I never expected to be divorced at 27 and remarried at 38, nor to have 
my new husband shot and nearly killed weeks after our wedding. I never 
imagined his recuperation would take years, nor, once we decided to have 
a baby, that falling pregnant would take no time at all. I never dreamed 
I’d need a second obstetrician known for his surgical technique, nor the 
C-section both doctors decreed as required from Day One.
I was too busy enjoying my pregnancy, whose textbook-perfect nature 
seemed to shock everybody but me. I chalked it up to luck, good genes, 
healthy food, years of competitive swimming, and our car-free state in 
Rome. No car meant I’d walked everywhere, every day, for years, happily 
dragging home groceries in a two-wheeled “old lady” shopping cart, which 
apparently did wonders for my heart and general health.
I felt happy (and rejuvenated) two years later when we moved to Paris, 
even if it meant tackling a new language at 48 and trying to ? nd ways to 
ease our daughter out of baby Italian and into baby French, so she wouldn’t 
be utterly lost when she started school at 3. Later, though it was clear I was 
10 to 20 years older than the mothers of Julia’s classmates, she reminds me 
that we were considered “exotic,” not for our age, but for being American.
Still, if you have your ? rst child at 46, and she takes two years off 
in high school to pursue full-time ballet training, then consciously 
ditches that dream to resume academic studies, you might ? nd yourself 
submerged in the horrors of college applications rather than enjoying 
retirement at age 65.
Julia’s plunge into the college scramble marked the one and only time 
I felt light years too old to be the mother of my child. I’d made my lone 
college application 44 years earlier, completing Wellesley’s forms with a 
ballpoint. When my acceptance letter arrived in early December, I was in, 
without having broken a sweat.
Though I lived in Europe for more than 30 years after graduation, I 
knew that the sweat-free college application process I’d enjoyed had long 
ago morphed into a cutthroat, strategic battle for admission. Julia had top 
grades and recommendations, but her American standardized test scores 
didn’t begin to re? ect her skills. Fifteen years of French schooling meant 
she could express herself verbally and on paper in ? awless French, but that 
she felt blocked and clumsy trying to produce similar essays in English.
She thought she’d be able to write her essays before senior year began, 
but that summer she was still processing her decision to stop training 
with the Joffrey Ballet and leave the dance world, which had ? lled her life 
since she was 3. During her October vacation, she was still ? nalizing school 
choices, utterly unable to put pencil to paper. Clocks ticking, her main 
essay ? nally erupted over Thanksgiving in a 45-minute torrent of writing. 
The logjam broken, her con? dence grew, and she ? led nine applications by 
mid-December; she didn’t look back.
Neither did I. At 67, I feel just the right age to be the mother of a 
21-year-old ? rst-year student, now lapping up art history, Greek litera-
ture, linguistics, and Italian; expecting to graduate a year early; already 
making plans for a master’s somewhere in Europe. Julia still may be 
taking class notes in French, but she’s no longer panicked at the thought 
of writing in English.
We went to see Lady Bird recently, the two of us a real mother and 
daughter in an easy, loving relationship parsing the fraught, loving rela-
tionship of a ? lm mother and daughter working through the hell of college 
applications. We gave the ? lm ? ve stars. We gave ourselves ? ve more, for 
getting through it in real life. Unlike the ? lm, in real life nobody hurled 
themselves from a moving car.
Paula Butturini ’73 is a former foreign correspondent for the Chicago Tribune and United Press International, and a longtime former contributor to the 
New York Times travel section. Her book, Keeping the Feast, is a memoir about injury and healing told through food.















Maura Sticco-Ivins ’18 completes  
a dive during her fourth consecutive trip  
to the Division III NCAA championships.  
For more on the most decorated 
student-athlete in Wellesley history,  
see page 13.
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